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September 19

Today, I shall be posting the first in a series of five guest

Ksts by Luke G . williams, the author of the great new
ak Richmond Unchained, which I recently reviewed

here. So, let me step back and hand over to Luke.

My book Richmond Unchained, which was published in

August, is the first ever biography of slave turned bare-

knuckle boxer Bill Richmond (1763-1829). Interestingly,

many characters and personalities from Richmond’s
cotourful life also feature in Death and Mr Pickwick, chief
among them the writer Pierce Egan and the artist George
Cruikshank, who collaborated on the work Life in London.

Before he wrote Life in London, Egan won fame as a
boxing writer, with the first volume of his legendary
pugilistic journal Boxiana appearing in 1812. In this

groundbreaking work Eaan featured a lengthy and
laudatory profife of Richmond, whose likeness was also

captured by Cruikshank.

In what is the first biographical essay ever written about
Richmond, Egan introduces him as “a man of colour, and
a native of America" and argues that he is entitled to a
"niche among the first-rateneroes of the milling art”.
Egan concludes his profile by hailing Richmond as
“intelligent, communicative, and well-behaved.”

Cruikshank's original portrait of Bill is shown I



And here is Richmond Unchained artist

Trevor Von Eeden’s re-imagining of
Cruikshank’s work. I enlisted Trevor, an
accomplished comic book and graphic
novel artist, to provide illustrations for

Richmond Unchained in a modern-day
homage to the illustrated plates and
letterpress publication format which is

extensively described in Death and Mr
Pickwick and was utilised in both Life and
London and The Pickwick Papers.

Incidentally, one (of many!) reasons why I

loved Death and Mr Pickwick is because of

the credit it gives Egan and Cruikshank for
the huge influence that Life in London
had on the literary scene in the 1820s.

Egan is an oft-overlooked figure in literary

circles, and Death and Mr Pickwick places
him back at the heart of the history of
English literature where he belongs!
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Here is Peter Stadlera's latest post,

with background material on one
of the pubs featured in Death and
Mr Pickwick.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about a pub called the "Man
Loaded with Mischief. I tracked

down the pub - it doesn't exist any
longer but it was to be found at 53

Oxford Street, St Anne’s Soho, W1;
by 1895, the pub was renamed The
Primrose, and in 1915 was renamed
once more, and became The
Shamrock.



“It is now closed and in retail use (as you
can see in the picture).

The print shown which inspired the pub’s

sign was one of several versions of the

image produced at the beginning of the
gin scare, showing a drunken woman
riding on her husband’s shoulders, literally

weighing him down. Some elements of the
background were taken from Hogarth’s

Gin Lane.”

It’s interesting to note that a magpie
appears in the print too - the black-and-

white bird which appears only once in

Death and Mr Pickwick, when it curses the

Seymour family, thereby creating a vast

story arc, which concludes hundreds of

pages later, in a river...
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Here is the second in the series of guest posts by
Luke G. Williams, the author of the new book
Richmond Unchained. Over to you, Luke:

One of the many things I found fascinating about
Death and Mr Pickwick was the revealing insights
it offered into the ‘print shop culture’ of 19th
century England, both in terms of the
establishments themselves and also in terms of

illuminating the lives of many of the leading

artists of the day as well as the processes used
to produce prints and etchings. As one of the
leading sporting celebrities of the day. Bill

Richmond, the subject of my recent book
Richmond Unchained, would certainly have had
prints of his likeness in the windows of the many
print shops that populated central London.

The most famous print of Richmond is

undoubtedly Robert Dighton’s hand coloured
etching of the boxer, entitled A Striking View of
Richmond, which was published in March 1810,
and which accompanies this post.



When that print was first published,
Richmond’s pugilistic reputation was
on a high due to his famous victory

against George Maddox a few months
earlier, which had secured revenge
for a 1804 reverse against the same
opponent. It is therefore fitting that
within the print, Dighton renders
Richmond in a heroic light, and
without the absurdly exaggerated
physical stereotypes that
characterise many Georgian artists’

conceptions of black subjects. In

January 1812, Dighton would produce
a similarly complimentary portrait of
Richmond's protege, Tom Molineaux,
shown here.



Dighton’s portraits of both men are currently on
display in the National Portrait Gallery as part of

Simon Schama’s Faces of Britain exhibit.

Staffordshire figures of Molineaux and the man
who defeated him twice, English Champion Tom
Cribb, are also part of this exhibit, and you can
see those on the next page.

It may also be of interest to readers that a
pencil and ink version of A Striking View of
Richmond is held within the Royal Collection -

this is the image which features on the cover of

Richmond Unchained and which I believe was the
original work which formed the basis for
Dighton’s etching. Copyright restrictions prevent
the original Royal Collection image from being
reproduced here, but you can view it at:

https://www.royalcollection.org.Uk/collection/9
90913/bill-richmond-a-striking-view-of-richmond
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Peter Stadlera here explores in detail an image
mentioned in the early part of Death andMr Pickwick: St
Paul PreachineatAthens. The young Robert Seymour is

set on the path to becoming a priest, and the vicar who is

guiding Roberts studies notices that the boy's eyes are
always drawn to a print of the image on the wall, and so
asks whether it inspires the boy. Robert says tf

but he is thinking of >-"'>"«

—

1—

-

for an artist, not as i

Great post, Peter.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read about St Paul
Preaching at Athens. The painting we see here was done
by Raphael in 1515. Paulis depicted with raised arms
as he preaches on the immortality of the soul. His

audience is the assembled court of Athens, the
Araeopagus. The group of onlookers are shown in various
stages of excitement as they listen to the teachings of
the Apostle. This is particularly noticeable in the seated
figures in the centre of the composition as they point and
turn to discuss the virtues of Paul's message. It

"

background, with its back to the Apostle, is a statue of
Mars standing in front of a circular temple. On the lower
right, nearest the viewer, are the converts Dionysius and
Damariswho kneel in wonder as they are enlightened by



“In the Tate Gallery you can find

another version of this classical

biblical theme: St Paul Preaching

at Athens, by Sir James Thornhill.

This is a sketch for one of a series

of paintings for the dome of St

Paul’s Cathedral, London. Because

it was for an Anglican cathedral its

patrons did not want it to be too

dynamic or colourful, as would

have been typical in Catholic Italy.

So a British, Protestant artist was

chosen.”
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The Canadian launch of Death and Mr
Pickwick is now just two days away,
on September 22nd. So, as the third

in my series of fanfares for Canada,
here is a video of the Toronto-based
singer Patrizia performing the Queen
song, The Show Must Go On, which is

mentioned at the start of Death and
Mr Pickwick. The video includes
images of a disturbed clown, in the
form of Batman's enemy The Joker
(as played by Heath Ledger) who
should be considered a direct
descendant of the disturbed clown in

Pickwick.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ELDyzFY-AkO
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A third battle was immediately
made up between George Mad-
docks and a black servant, report-

ed to be in the service of Lord Ca-
melford. At stripping there was
a singular contrast in their skins,

which were" black and white like

the keys of a harpsichord.”—In
the first and second rounds Massa
had the advantage

;
but in the third,

George gave him so violent a blow
in the eye, or, in the technical

phrase, so queered his ogle
,

that

Mungo could not endure any more
lumpers', and, though he commen-
ced as a black, was compelled to
rctir(^vill^Min?^oRh^/HC^^^_

Here Is the latest in the series of guest posts by Luke G.
Williams, author of the fantastic new book Richmond
Unchained.

For the third post in this series examining the
connections between Death and Mr Pickwickand
Richmond Unchained, I have decided to focus on The
SportingMagazine. Established in 1792, this influential

publication - widely credited with being the first

periodical in English history devoted entirely to sporting
pursuits - features in one of the many absorbing sub-plots
in Death andMr Pickwick as the novel explores the
contribution of the writer ‘Nimrod’ (aka Charles James
Apperley) in driving the magazine’s massive explosion in

popularity in the 1820s.

As one of the top pugilists of the era, Bill Richmond - the
subject of my book Richmond Unchained - frequently
featured in the pages of The SportingMagazine. His first

appearance came in the January 1 804 issue, with a report
of his bout against George Maddox at Wimbledon
Common, his debut contest in the major prize ring. A
scan of this report accompanies this post.



And here is Richmond Unchained artist Trevor
Von Eeden's re-imagining of Richmond ‘throwing
his hat into the ring’ to challenge Maddox.

In 1804, Richmond was in the employment of

Lord Camelford, and The Sporting Magazine
revelled in describing his loss to Maddox,
mocking his ethnicity and referring to him by the
distasteful appellations ‘Massa’ and ‘Mungo’
rather than by his actual name.

Such racist rhetoric was typical of the time.
However, as Richmond’s career advanced, and
he became more widely known and admired -

both for his boxing skills and abilities as a
pugilistic instructor - the language used to
describe him in journals such as The Sporting
Magazine became far more complimentary.
By the time of Richmond’s famous victory

against Tom Shelton in 1815, the magazine was
barely referring to his ethnicity at all and was
now describing him as "perfect in the art of

boxing”. Quite a turnaround from his debut
appearance in 1804!
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Peter Stadlera's wonderful commentaries on
Death and Mr Pickwick continue, and here is the
latest. I have been to the pub he mentions, The
Myddleton Arms. Part of the richness of Death
and Mr Pickwick, which Peter fully appreciates,
is that almost every page creates possibilities for

additional Death and Mr Pickwick involvement
and research, beyond the text. One can imagine
a short 'Myddleton Tour', involving a visit to this

pub, and other pubs near the New River.

Dickensians so far have seen the book as an
attack on Dickens - they are completely missing
what the book offers. I was once a member of

the Dickens Fellowship -
I resigned in 2012 - and

there was indeed, in the Fellowship, the
opportunity for Dickens-related excursions. But
over the course of the years, all the places you
might visit in the Dickens canon would have
been done. Death and Mr Pickwick offers a huge
amount of fresh places one might visit. This is

what Peter truly understands, and I thank him
deeply for it.



“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read
about the Sir Hugh Myddelton Inn. .

.

Of course we want to know who
exactly this man was and if this inn is

still in existence.

Sir Hugh Myddelton (1560-1631) was
a goldsmith and entrepreneur. Born
in Denbigh, Wales, he was the
younger brother of Sir Thomas
Myddelton (cl 550-1631) who became
Lord Mayor of London. In 1576 Hugh
came to London to be an apprentice
goldsmith. He entered the livery in

1592 and practised extremely
successfully in Cheapside, but he
stayed in close contact with Wales
and was repeatedly MP for Denbigh.



“He established the New River

Company which constructed the

New River that brought much
needed fresh water from

Hertfordshire to London. This

remained the most important

source of piped water in London

for 300 years. Robert Stephenson

considered him ‘the first English

Engineer’.
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One day to go to Canadian publication - and here
is another fanfare! When the UK edition of Death
and Mr Pickwick was launched, I chose the sad
clown' song The Show Must Co On by the British

singer-songwriter Leo Sayer to introduce the
book; and when the American edition was
launched, I chose the cover of that song by
Three Dog Night, which was a huge hit in North
America. It would be nice if there were a cover
of the same song by Nickelback, Bachman Turner
Overdrive, or another Canadian band - but alas,

there isn't. Anyway, as today's fanfare for the
Canadian launch, here is a video featuring

assorted circus imagery, starring a malevolent-

looking character filmed in black-and-white,
whose make-up suggests an evil clown breaking
through into his everyday self. The Three Dog
Night version of The Show Must Go On is its

soundtrack.

https: / /www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaOJwaiOs
Us
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Peter Stadlera has just found a mention of

Mr Pickwick in another book, The 39
Steps. Readers of Death and Mr Pickwick

will recall that Mr N, the man who spent
fifteen years cataloguing every word in

The Pickwick Papers considered, after he

had completed his catalogue, that he
might compile a list of allusions to

Pickwick as his next project. But he
rejects it because it would be a

GARGANTUAN task. "All sorts of things

mention Pickwick in a footnote or in the
main text," he says. "No man could list

them all.“

“Over the weekend I re-read The 39 Steps

by John Buchan and I came across this

interesting passage:



“There was a knee-hole desk in the

middle, and seated at it, with

some papers and open volumes

before him, was the benevolent

old gentleman. His face was round

and shiny, like Mr Pickwick's, big

glasses were stuck on the end of

his nose, and the top of his head

was as bright and bare as a glass

bottle. He never moved when I

entered, but raised his placid

eyebrows and waited on me to

speak."



“But this man resembling our Mr
Pickwick is far from benevolent -

he's an ice cold spy and is further

characterized as an ‘infernal

antiquarian’.”
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I have some sad news - Lady Jenny,

the official Death and Mr Pickwick
poodle, has passed away. It is such a

shame that we didn't get to know her
better, but we will always remember
her. Rest in Peace, Lady Jenny. Here
is Peter Stadlera:

“Today is a very sad day. My mother
just called me and said that Lady
Jenny, the official Death and Mr
Pickwick poodle, spent her last day
on earth today. She just came from
the vet. The memory remains. Here
we see a picture of Lady Jenny from
better days, ready to rumble.”
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We have now reached #4 in the series of

guest posts by Luke G. Williams, author of

the new book Richmond Unchained, about
the world's first black sporting superstar,

Bill Richmond. Here's Luke:

In today’s post about the connections
between Death and Mr Pickwick and
Richmond Unchained, I’m returning to the
subject of writer Pierce Egan and artist

George Cruikshank. Both men feature
within a prominent sub-plot in Death and
Mr Pickwick, connected to their

collaboration on Life in London.

Before Life in London's publication in

1 821 , Egan had written extensively about
Bill Richmond in Boxiana, for which
Cruikshank was also the artist.



As well as his rendering of Richmond in Boxiana,
Cruikshank also featured Richmond in his pair of
etchings of the famous rematch between English

boxing champion Tom Cribb and Richmond’s
protege Tom Molineaux, one of which, entitled

The Close of the Battle, or the Champion
Triumphant accompanies this post.

The fact Richmond was spearheading a ‘black

challenge’ against the reigning English champion
results in Cruikshank’s rendering of him being far
more negatively stereotypical than in his

Boxiana portrait, which was produced a little

later - once the passions engendered by Cribb
and Molineaux’s interracial battle for boxing
supremacy had abated somewhat.

As you can see, both Richmond and Molineaux’s
physical features and facial expressions are
comically exaggerated here, making them
appear grotesque in comparison to the white
champion Cribb and his seconds.



September 22

Peter Stadlera has found this

medal commemorating Tom Cribb's

famous win over Tom Molineaux at

Thistleton Gap in 1811.
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It's Canadian launch-day for Death and Mr
PickwicklU

As a fanfare for the Canadian publication,

I have chosen a Canadian angle on the

"sad clown" motif, which lies at the heart

of the novel: Canadian skating legend

Toller Cranston skating to music from the

opera about the most famous sad clown of

them all, Pagliacci. This song, Vesti La
Giubba - "Put on the Costume", sometimes
translated as "On with the Motley" - is

mentioned in Death and Mr Pickwick. It

forms part of Mr Inbelicate's collection of

music about sad clowns.

https://www.facebook.com/deathandmrp
ickwick/videos/vb.51 247350221 9840/7407
86292721892/?type=2atheater
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My friend Nuria Reina, the Spanish

translator of The Railway Children

has sent me this wonderful picture,

to celebrate the Canadian launch

of Death and Mr Pickwick. Note the

maple leaves!
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Unchained
.'

Thank
think this series of guest pos
descendant Val Lester, show

and 'the pre

do get in to

of guest posts they w<

= aspect of the Pierce Egan-George Cruikshank Life in
idon phenomena I haven’t yet mentioned in my guest po
imining the connections between my book Richmond
:hainea and Death and Mr Pickwick is the hugely success
atrical version of this influential 1 821 classic. The succe
this dramatic interpretation of Life in London is vividly

performed at

the produc;

n London tl

i simultaneously being

Among the characters in both the original text of Life in

London and its stage adaptation was boxer Bill Richmond’s
great pugilistic rival Tom Cribb, whose ‘parlour’ - namely.
Union Arms pub on Panton Street - Egan's protagonists Ton-
Jerry visit. An illustration of this scene by Cruikshank appe;
with this post - eagle-eyed observers will note that on the •

there are two portraits of black boxers, doubtless meant tc

represent Richmond and his protege Tom Molineaux.



Richmond himself did not appear as a character in Life in

London, but he was mentioned in scene 7 of the three-
act musical version based on it, during the lyrics of a song
entitled Tom Thumb that focuses on heroes of the prize
ring. Firstly referred to by his common, and somewhat
demeaning, nickname of ‘‘the liUy white", later in the
song he is described more pleasingly as “Mr. Richmond”
ancfas being smartly dressed in a’“white smock frock”, a
sight that is said to “astonish us”.

Richmond, incidentally, spent many nights at the
aforementioned Union Arms pub with Cribb in the 1820s.
He even spent the last evening of his life there having
dinner with Cribb before passing away at the age of 66.

Today, this site is occupied by Shepherd Neame’sTom
Cribb pub and, since the Richmond Unchained book
launch thereon 26 August2015, a memorial to Richmond
has resided on the waff of the pub. An image of this

memorial also accompanies this post and you can find out
more about the Bill Richmond memorialevent here:

http://billrichmond.blagspot.co.uk/2015/08/earl-george-
percy- unveils- bill-richmond.html
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Peter Stadlera has posted a picture

of The Brilliants, the debauched

club who meet near the start of

Death and Mr Pickwick.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about "The Brilliants". The

Brilliants, a picture by Rowlandson

(1801), portrays a typical night of

that private club which met at the

Swan Tavern on Chandos Street, of

which Rowlandson was allegedly a

member.”



September 23

Death and Mr Pickwick is the Book

of the Week at Otter Books,

Nelson, British Columbia, Canada!

A
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Cheese appears on a number of
occasions in Death and Mr Pickwick.
Most importantly, it appears right

near the start of the novel, when a
request for a quarter of cheese sets
in motion the curse of the magpie -

and so, in a way, the whole train of
events in Death and Mr Pickwickwas
initiated by a desire for cheese.

I mention this because recently I

heard about an extraordinary new
way of meeting this desire: getting
weekly cheese toasted sandwiches by
post. The scheme set up by the
Cheese Posties company is SO
audacious that I just had to

subscribe.



Every week, you get all the ingredients
needed for a different cheese sandwich
through your mailbox. You assemble the
sandwich, put it in a special bag, pop it

into your toaster.. .and pow! Here I am,
shown eating the delicious sandwich I

received this week: goat's cheese and
basil pesto. The previous week, I got an
equally delicious french onion soup cheese
sandwich. The great thing about this

service is that it adds an amazing
ingredient to food which you could never
add yourself: surprise. You just wonder
what on earth you are going to get. You
can specify certain parameters - whether
you want savoury or sweet, or both for
instance - but apart from that, what you
get is an unknown. I have to say it's a
little bit of magic through your mailbox
every week.
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Here is Death and Mr Pickwick on

sale at Phinney Books in Seattle.

Tom Nissley at the store tells me:

"A customer has started a read-all-

of-Dickens book club, starting with

Pickwick this month, so we thought

that your novel would of course be

an excellent companion. (I also

sold her a copy.
)"
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John Thomas McElheny has just

sent me this fantastic "greeting

card" to celebrate the Canadian

launch of Death and Mr Pickwicki

Thank you very much indeed,

John!
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WATERMARK BOOKS & CAFE
Death and Mr Pickwick is Book of

the Week at Watermark Books in

Kansas!
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Margaret Johnston has just said

this in a post: "And today Death

and Mr Pickwick came with me to

the hairdressers in Belfast because

I just can't put it down! I only

started it yesterday afternoon and

have now reached page 123!" Many
thanks, Margaret.
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At the start of Death and Mr
Pickwick, there is an “Address to

Readers", stating that the novel

departs, at certain points, from

the 'accepted' origin of Pickwick,

because that origin is not true. The
novel could therefore be seen as

an exercise in 'revisionist history'.

But also, my address deliberately

echoes the issuing of similar

addresses in the serial parts of The

Pickwick Papers. There were four

of these.







The third, at the half-way point in

the serial run, confirmed that

Pickwick would be complete in

twenty numbers, and mentioned

the recent death of the theatrical

impresario Richardson, famous for

his shows at Bartholomew Fair.

A



And the fourth apologised for the

temporary break in the issuing of

the parts, after the death of

Dickens's sister-in-law Mary

Hogarth. However, the second

address had a delayed effect, in

that about 1 50 years later it

sparked another exercise in

revisionism about Pickwick's

history.
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Here is Peter's Stadlera latest post. In Death
and Mr Pickwick, I mention a painting by
Seymour, Sancho and the Duchess. Tne
painting - like all but one of Seymour's
paintings, a picture of Byron - is lost,

althougn in Death and Mr Pickwick I have Mr
Inbelicate as its owner. Here, Peter finds that
other artists were interested in Sancho and
the Duchess, too. Great post, Peter.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about a
Seymour picture named Sancho and the
Duchess. Let's go to the Tate gallery and have
a look at how other artists have interpreted
the subject.

Here Sancho confides his private view of his

master to the Duchess: ‘I cannot beat it out
of my noddle, but that he is as mad as a
march hare." This picture is by Robert Smirke
(1752-1845).



“This second version of the subject

is by Charles Robert Leslie (1794-

1859). This painting was exhibited

to great acclaim in 1 824 and is

called Sancho Panza in the

Apartment of the Duchess.

Leslie appears briefly as a

character in Death and Mr Pickwick

- he accompanies Joseph Severn to

the theatre. Also, much later in

the novel, it is mentioned that he

has drawn a frontispiece for an

edition of Pickwick .

"
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Pickwick
Stephen

An Indies Introduce Q&AWith Stephen Jarvis
|

American Booksellers Association

The American Booksellers Association, or
ABA, represents independent bookstores
across tne USA. Here is a Q & A with me
which they have just published.

Writing Death and Mr. Pickwick must
have involved extensive research. What
was the process like?

Stephen Jarvis: The research was a
mountain! It used to be said that more
had been written about The Pickwick
Papers than any other work of fiction, and
I can believe it. There are literally

hundreds of books and academic papers
about Pickwick, and thousands of
newspaper articles. I knew that I had to
get through all of this material in order to
truly understand the Pickwick

phenomenon.



Death and Mr. Pickwick asserts that Robert Seymour was th

creative mastermind behind The Pickwick Papers. While
id fiction, is that assertion something

it Dickens fans and scholars often debate?

SJ: No, ithashardt/ beend

scholars and Dickensians ha
of Pickwick that Dickens am. .... r
supplied, and that origin is demonstrably false. 1
been a few scholars who have noticed one or twc

the traditional account, or who
between Seymour's drawings and the content of The Pickwick
Papers, but they haven't really followed ti-

the matter. I think this neglect can partly
events in the 1920s, when an American cal

Lambert came over to England to examine Seymoui
approached the Dickens Fellowship for their help — aim ne
found that they were most unwilling to talk to him.
Afterwards, an attack on Lambert appeared in the Fellowship’

journal. The Dickensian, stating that the idea that Seymour h;

made any substantial contribution to Pickwick was “exploded
tong ago" and was not even worthy of serious consideration. I

Xy suspect that the Fellowship ir

le origin

;r Edward^Chapman

imilarities

through and explored

y be explained by

I
that Df

y from looking in*



What led you to delve into the story of Robert Seymour
and the suspicion that he deserved more credit for The
Pickwick Papers than originally believed?

SJ: WelL I borrowed a modern edition of The Pickwick
Papers from my local library — I had never
read Pickwick before — and in the preface there was one
line referring to Seymour's suicide. I was instantly

fascinated. I wanted to knowwhy Seymour had killed

himself - the fact that there was only one line, and
nothing else, just added to the fascination, and I

simply"knew there was something here that had to be
investigated and written about. At first, I believed the
traditional account of Pickwick’s origin - in which
Edward Chapman claimed credit for the visual design of
the main character, Mr. Pickwick. Chapman said that he
had instructed Seymour to base Mr. Pickwick’s
appearance on a friend of his. When I could find no
evidence for the existence of this alleged friend of
Chapman’s, I became suspicious. Then I started to look
very closely into the account of Pickwick 's origins. I found
blatant contradictions, which meant that it couldn’t be
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In this post. Peter Stadlera delves into the
background of a Glasgow pub which is

featured in Death ana Mr Pickwick, The
Scotia. I visited the pub as part of my
research a few years ago. The cartoon
Peter mentions appeared in the Glasgow
Looking Glass, which is sometimes
described as the "world's first comic
book", and was drawn by William Heath -

who is shown drinking in The Scotia in

Death and Mr Pickwick - and whose
drawing of the Duke of Wellington as a
boot appears on a number of pub signs,

including the Duke's Head at Wokingham,
Berkshire.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
customers in The Scotia and a picture a
titled ‘Pious Jaw Breakers’.



“The Scotia was established in 1792
when the Clyde was a vibrant and
thriving waterway - The Scotia was a

popular port of call for many of the
sailors going up and down the river.

In those days 2.5 million people a
year were using the penny ferries,

many going to work at various places

along the Clyde, some going as far

downriver as Renfrew. The last ferry

stage was close to The Scotia and it's

a fair bet that then, as now, it was a
favourite watering hole for people on
their way home after a hard day’s

graft.



I



“Those theatergoers would feel right at
home in The Scotia today because the
interior of the pub has changed very little

since the late 1920s. Perhaps some of
them are still there to this day. Various
paranormal groups have carried out
investigations into the pub and say that it

is teeming with spirits from every era.

Some mediums have even claimed to hear
faint applause from beside the fireplace.

Look around and maybe you will be lucky
enough to see the original owner's child

running in and out of the door, or perhaps
the Victorian lady will glide past you in

her green velvet dress and plumed hat.

I have also posted the 1825 cartoon ‘Pious

Jaw Breakers’. The cartoon is a comment
on a report in the newspapers that a pious
church-goer had dislocated his jaw while
singing hymns over-enthusiastically.”





Well, in 1964 a band emerged from

Coventry called The Pickwicks, who
dressed in Dickensian frock coats -

their music has indeed been

described as Frock ‘n’ Roll.



And although he was not an official

member of the band, Led Zeppelin

guitar god Jimmy Page played as a

session musician on all their six

recorded tracks, until the band

broke up in 1966. (Page’s

involvement has been disputed,

but Page’s own website states that

he played on the tracks.)



I TOWN HALL
TORQUAY

[YeOlde Beat Hite

IP1CKWICKS

the devarks
I

VE TWIST . YE SHAKE
. YE MOD

All the songs of The Pickwicks are available
on youtube, and I have given the links below.

https: / /www. youtube,com/watch?v=qgbAUJ
U8GAY - Pickwicks -

1 Don’t Want to Tell You
Again
https: //www. voutube.com/watch?v=CsAnuvL
sUWA • Pickwicks • Little by little

https: //www. youtube,com/watch?v=rBJKiQ5s
qx8 - Pickwicks - Apple Blossom Time
https: / /www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1 MiB7
PYzYs - Pickwicks -

1 took My Baby Home
https: //www. youtube. com/watcn?v=OPZ-
xj9Ee2E - Pickwicks- You’re Old Enough
https: / /www.youtube.com/watch?v=iasjaYW
V6nk - Pickwicks - Hello Lady
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the Pickwicks
'

Apple Wossomtime.

THE «
APPLEJACKS JSWt
Like dreamers do

THE CHEKOKEES~
y»«Ve done it again. little_girl



One other interesting snippet is

that one of their songs, / Took My
Baby Home, was written by the

Kinks’ Ray Davies...and the Kinks

are mentioned in Death and Mr
Pickwick.



Jimmy Page’s involvement, though,

means that The Pickwicks’ records

are sought after by Led Zeppelin

collectors, and a mint condition

copy of their song Little by Little

can sell for as much as £60.



September 28

les aventures de
M r PICKWICK

I thought that over the next few

days I would take a look at the

great range of jacket artwork for

different editions of The Pickwick

Papers, particularly foreign-

language editions. Some of the

jackets go way beyond the

traditional images of Mr Pickwick

and his friends, that you would

associate with Seymour, Buss and

Browne. So, here is the first batch.
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September 28

Here is the second batch of

pictures showing the jacket

artwork for different editions of

The Pickwick Papers. Several

pictures here show a Mr Pickwick

who looks nothing like the

traditional image, and the third

even has a touch of the James-

Bond-at-the-casino about it, I

think.















September 29

Here is the third batch of jacket
artwork for different editions of
Pickwick. The first jacket here is

astonishing, because it implies that
The Pickwick Papers can be summed
up with a picture of an attractive
young woman! It seems that the
artist simply had no familiarity
whatsoever with the text! A much
better summary is provided by a
couple of pictures here which simply
show glasses of booze, or indeed bv
the jacket just showing Mr Pickwick's

spectacles, and nothing else, for the
great man was of course on a mission
to observe.

More jacket pictures will follow....













IL C1RC0L0 PICKWICK

CHARI.ES dickens









September 30

Winitefias

Peter Stadlera has just done this post on the meeting
with Mrs Leo Hunter. One point to make is that each of

le Pickwickians has a little episode that concentrates on
it the ruling trait of his character. So, Mr
a duelling scene, to emphasise his

incomueience with a gun. MrTupman has the failed

courtship with Rachael Wardle, to emphasise that he is

no Casanova. Mr Pickwick has the incident with Bill

Stumps's stone, to show that he is no great scientist. This
scene, which satirises people with poetic pretensions, is

Snodgrass's episode. If, as the evidence indicates,

Seymour invented the members of the Pickwick Club,
then this is likely to be a scene invented by Seymour. r"
what else could happen to Snodgrass? He could be she

writing bad verse, such as the poem abo
frog in The Pickwick Papers - but if he had been sr

writing bad verse, then probably even Mr Pickwick wi—* 1 1—n taken in by Snodgrass's poetic pose. To

ie shown

show the gullibility of Mr Pickwick, Snodgrass has to write
nothing, andyet Mr Pickwick has to believe that he is a
great poet. To bring out Snodgrass's poetic tra

to meet other people with poetic pretensions.





“She introduces him to Count
Smorltork, a famous foreigner who
is gathering material for a learned

study about England. Indeed, as

Count Smorltork is introduced to

the rest of the Pickwickians, he
takes copious notes. Count
Smorltork is gathering information

for an exhaustive work descriptive

of the English nation and
character. If one may judge by

Dickens's description of the visitor

and accent, the Count is a German
or Austrian.





“Dickens's model, according to

Philip Collins and Edward Guiliano

in The Annotated Dickens, was the

Honourable Miss Mary Monckton
(1746-1840), afterwards, Lady

Cork, ‘a renowned

conversationalist, whose passion

was to throw parties for the most

eminent people of her day’ . She is

a ‘Lion-Hunter,’ because she

glories in catching literary lions

and celebrities such as Count

Smorltork and Samuel Pickwick.



“Dickens based his depiction of the

Count on Prince Puckler-Muskau

and...



“Professor Friedrich von Raumer,

both of whom had recently written

books about England after short

tours of the country.”



September 30

Stunning Vintage Illustrations ofDon Quixote by

Spanish Graphic Design Pioneer Roc Riera Rojas

Don Quixote exerted a profound

influence on The Pickwick Papers.

Here, Peter Stadlera has posted a

link to some amazing illustrations

of the Quixote.

https://www.brainpickings.org/201

2/1 1 /02/don-quixote-roc-riera-

rojas/



Salvador Dali Illustrates Don Quixote

BRAiNPICKINGS ORG
I
BY MAPIA POPOVA

And now Peter has posted a link to

some of Salvador Dali’s illustrations

for Don Quixote :

https://www.brainpickings.org/201

3/10/09/salvador-dali-illustrates-

don-quixote/
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October 1

Here is the next tranche of pictures showing the

jacket artwork for different editions of The Pickwick

Papers. The one on the left has the fattest

representation of Mr Pickwick I have ever seen.

I will post the final set of jackets tomorrow.















..

Mr. PICKWICK Mr. PICKWICK
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October 1

Herb Moskovitz, who edits the

online Dickens publication The

Electronic Buzfuz (or E-Buz) has

just sent me this wonderful picture

of his cats Mr Dickens and

Thackeray with Death and Mr
Pickwick.





















October 2

Here is an article about Death and Mr
Pickwick which has just been published in

Australia. The text is a reprint of a piece

which first appeared in The Atlantic

magazine in the USA, but it is

accompanied by a great new illustration:

http://www.afr.com/lifestyle/arts-and-

entertainment/books/charles-dickens-as-
plagarist—an-awkward-controversy-

exposed-201 50603-ghfmui

I think this article is one of the best

pieces which has been written about
Death and Mr Pickwick. Here is someone
who truly understands the nature and
importance of the book. Also, this is the

first time that someone has reported on
the 'John Foster' fraud.



October 2

In his latest post, Peter Stadlera focuses on the painting
Una in the Cave of Despair by Seymour's artistic mentor
Joseph Severn. The current location of Severn's painting
is unknown, but I did see a black-and-white photo of the
painting in the library of the Courtauld Gallery in London.
In this post, Peter shows that other artists were
interested in Una and the cave.

When I discovered that Severn had a studio in Goswell
Street - the very place where Mr Pickwick lived - it was
one of those "Ana!” moments during the writing of Death
andMr Pickwick. As far as I am aware, Dickens had no
association with Goswell Street at all - and yet here was
Seymourwith a close association with the street. Goswell
Street went on to become the most famous street in the
world, as a result of Pickwick's colossal success.

Severn is the subject of Sue Brown's great biography
Joseph Severn, A Life: The Rewards of Friendship. He
features very briefly in the Keats biopic Bright Star.

Peter Stadlera: “In Death andMr Pickwickwe read about
Joseph Severn's painting Una and the Red Cross Knight in

the Cave of Despair.



“In 1819, Severn was awarded the

gold medal of the Royal Academy
for his painting Una and the Red
Cross Knight in the Cave of Despair

which was inspired by the epic

poem The Faerie Queene by

Edmund Spenser.



"The Faerie Queene is Spenser's

most important contribution to

English poetry. The first half was
published in 1590. In this

allegorical work Spenser combines

the myth of King Arthur with

Christian values.



“I’ve found an interesting drawing

and two fantastic paintings

showing this scene.

On this page is the drawing, by
Edward Henry Corbould, Rl, RA,

(British, 1814-1904), Una and the

Redcrosse Knight: In the Cavern of
Despair. On the next page is his

watercolor on the same theme,
followed by the painting by Sir

Charles Lock Eastlake: Una
Delivering the Red Cross Knight

from the Cave of Despair.
”





October 2

Richmond Unchained: The art of

Richmond Unchained - part 1

BILLRICHMOND BLOGSPOTCOM
|
BYLUKEG VMU.

Luke G. Williams, the author of the

wonderful new book Richmond

Unchained has just started a series

of posts about the artwork in his

book. Here is the link:

http: / /billrichmond. blogspot.co.uk

/2015/10/the-art-of-richmond-

unchained-part-1 .html?m=1



October 4

It’s fairly common knowledge that
“Play it again, Sam” is not actually a
line from Casablanca, and also that
Sherlock Holmes never said

“Elementary, my dear Watson.” The
great Pickwickian misquotation is

“There is nothing better than a
friend, unless it is a friend with
chocolate.” You can find it plastered
across the internet - and I remember
the first time I heard the phrase, I

couldn’t recall anything even vaguely
like it in The Pickwick Papers.
(Whereas with Casablanca
and Sherlock Holmes, you can at
least find things which are somewhat
similar to the alleged quotes.)



m
The reality is that Dickens never

used the line at all - it was actually

invented by Linda Grayson, for the

company Printwick Papers, who
produce a range of items such as

notepads and fridge magnets. It

was easy to confuse Printwick with

Pickwick, with the result that you
can now buy a range of products

bearing this “Dickensian”

quotation, including chocolate

bars. Sometimes, the quote is even
attributed to “Linda Grayson, The
Pickwick Papers,” as though Linda

is a character in the novel.









'
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FRIEND,
UNLESS IT IS A FRIEND WITH

CHOCOLATE.







October 4



October 4

Peter Stadlera has done this great post on
Cheltenham, where JS Grimaldi is battered
by the truncheon of the nightwatchman. It is

fascinating to see the deeper historical

reasons for people going to Cheltenham.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about the
healthy waters of Cheltenham. What is so
special about the waters? Let's have a closer
look. According to legend, in 1716 the locals
discovered a flock of pigeons pecking at the
salt deposited by the chalybeate spring which
gurgled to the surface on the land of Bayshill
meadow, at a spot close to what is now
Cheltenham Ladies' College, and that's how
they became aware that the water from this

particular spring had an unusual healing
effect. This land was originally owned by Mr.

Higgs, who sold it to a Quaker, William
Mason, in 1715. He enclosed the spring and
began to charge for the waters.



“He developed the spa by adding a
bowling green and in 1721 he leased the
well and retired to Bristol. After his death
in 1725 his property passed to his

daughter Elizabeth who married Capt.

Henry Skillicorne (1678 - 1763), a

flamboyant and well-travelled merchant
sea captain and adventurer, whom she had
met in Bristol. In 1738 the couple
returned to Cheltenham to exploit the

business opportunity that opened for

them. First they dug the spring out to

make a well and later pumping apparatus
was added with a brick canopy above it.

In 1740 Dr Short's History of Mineral

Waters was published, declaring

Cheltenham's to be the best in England.



“The waters were bottled and sold as

far afield as Bristol and London, and
the spa itself received an average of

600 paying visitors each year, among
whom were many people 'of great

fortune and nobility'. The composer
George Friedrich Handel and the
writer Samuel Johnson were among
those. By the late 1750s the fortune

of Cheltenham turned. The roads to

Cheltenham were in a poor state and
there were no direct coaches. There
also weren't enough inns and private

houses in the town. In addition to

this, there was an epidemic of small

pox.



“Even so, the visitors did come and there were
signs of progress from the mid 1770s. Henry
Skillicorne's son, William, continued the Spa's

development, building a new Pump Room in

1775. He secured a partnership with Henry, Earl

Fauconberg, a courtier and Lord Lieutenant of

the North Riding of Yorkshire, who having
experienced the benefits of the well waters,
built himself a mansion at the top of Bayshill,

facing south, with a coach road leading straight

to the well. King George visited Cheltenham in

1 788 and the newspapers were full of reports
about the King and of course about Cheltenham
itself. Thus, Cheltenham’s popularity as one of

the land's leading spas was assured. The King
showed his gratitude by building a large new
block of seventeen rooms at the rear of Bayshill

House to allow Lord Fauconberg to
accommodate more visitors. Also, Henry
Thompson was highly respected as the proprietor
of the Montpellier Spa, which he established in

the early years of the 1 9th century.



“The spa boasted several varieties

of mineral water, a pump room,

baths, and 50 acres of pleasure

gardens carefully laid out with

rides and drives. It became
Cheltenham’s most celebrated spa

and was further developed after

Thompson’s death by his son,

Pearson.



“Although the fashion for spas

declined in the 1830s, and late

19th-century attempts to revive

the Montpellier establishment

failed, many of the fine buildings

are still standing today.”



October 4

And now Peter Stadlera gives us additional
historical insights into another location
featured in Death and Mr Pickwick....

“In the summer of 1 830 in Death and Mr
Pickwick we see Robert Seymour descending
to the Star& Garter public house... In the
1 9th century the Star & Garter was the most
glamorous hotel in Britain, the haunt of
royalty and the literary establishment. John
Cloake’s article, That Stupendous Hotel,
described Dickens celebrating the publication
of David Copperfield there, with Tennyson
and Thackeray among his guests. Thackeray
apparently found it a bit overwhelming:
‘where, if you go alone a sneering waiter
with his hair curled frightens you off the
premises; and where if... you look out of the
window you gaze on a view which is so rich

that it seems to knock you down with its

splendour - a view that has its hair curled
like the swaggering waiter.’





"Famous is Richmond’s notorious ‘Bulbous Betty'. This
statue by Alan Howes now presides over the calm waters
of a pool at the top of the Terrace Gardens, eliciting

little more then polite puzzlement among passing
pedestrians - neatly caught in this painting by Ron
Berryman. She seems wonderfully oblivious of the
extraordinary furore she provoked on her arrival there in

1 952. The setting is appropriate, the style, however, is

that of the modernistidiom of the 1950s, and it excited
outrage among some of the councillors and even more
among the citizens of Richmond. Controversy raged in the
letters columns of the Richmond and Twickenham Times,
‘Bulbous Betty’ being only one of a number of derisory
nicknames suggested in a heated correspondence that the
editor brought to a close after no fewer than 84 letters.

She was described as being an insult to human form, and
schoolchildren were forbidden to took at her. One letter

declared that ‘the sculpture is as disturbing to
gentlemen, as Father Thames is to maidens’. Ron
Berryman’s article, ‘The Disgracing of Aphrodite’, wittily

described how she survived what eventually became a
matter for national debate .

”



October 4

l

“About a century ago, the firm Huntley ft Palmers

produced a lot of highly decorative biscuit tins. In

1901 'Literature' could be bought, a tin representing

a bundle of literary highlights, among which was The
Pickwick Papers. Nowadays, they don't sell such stuff

anymore - that's the way the cookie crumbles. .
.”



October 5

In Death and Mr Pickwick, I

mention Seymour's abilities as a

maker of puns, and so I thought

that I would spend a few days

posting some examples. The puns

shown here appeared in the first

volume of The Comic Magazine.





Some puns are no longer

immediately understandable

because their language or cultural

references are obsolete, or nearly

so. This pun will have to be

explained: to "pop" once meant to

pawn an item, and also the sign of

a British pawnbroker is three large

large brass balls.





October 4

Here is a fantastic post by Wong Sarah on
a crime which is mentioned in Death and
Mr Pickwick, the murder in the red barn.

Murder, Dream, and Execution

“Readers of Death and Mr Pickwick can
devour bits and bobs of nineteenth-

century anecdotes. Around page 200 of

the novel, we are briefly introduced to

Thomas Kelly, the publisher of Paternoster

Row, London, and his sensational

instalments including An Authentic and
Faithful History of the Mysterious Murder

of Maria Marten. Many publishing

companies also benefitted greatly from
this murder. (Including Robert Seymour’s
publishers, of course!)



MAR.TBN.

“’The Mysterious Murder of Maria Marten’,

aka ‘The Red Barn Mystery in Polstead’,

was the highly speculative case of the

murder committed by William Corder, and
Maria was often shown victimised in

melodramatic and picturesque accounts as

an ingenuous and country girl version of

Vanity Fair’s Amelia Sedley, killed by an
impoverished man. On the contrary, Maria
Marten was two years Corder's senior and
infamous for her lecherous affairs with

other countrymen of the area, while
Corder was an impressionable but
sparrow-framed young man. Ironically

enough, Corder's aspiration was to be a

gentleman-farmer of letters and he

longed to reside in the literary circles of

London.



“But that's not all - there was the
psychic content. Ann Marten, Maria’s

stepmother, recounted a dream of
witnessinga corpse being buried in

the floor of the red barnby William
Corder, and she demanded that the
ground be excavated immediately.
Maria's rotten body was really

exhumed at the red barn, leading to
an arrest warrant for William Corder
(who, at that time, had already
married a well-educated
schoolmistress named Kathleen
Moore in London and together they
had set up a school in Ealing). In

1828, at Bury St Edmunds, the noose
was finally tightened at his neck.



“Corder's skull was used in

phrenological examination. It was
found that the prominent areas

which the killer greatly exercised in

his lifetimewere ‘secretiveness,

acquisitiveness, destructiveness, and

imitativeness’; with little evidence

of ‘benevolence or veneration’.

James Lea was the police constable

who investigated the red barn

murder and later he investigated

another notorious and nerve-

shredding case - Spring-heeled

Jack.”





October 5

Peter Stadlera has just found an

unusual connection between two

great figures...

“Yesterday I saw the BBC

documentary Mr Dynamite: The

Rise of James Brown. What do

James Brown and Sam Weller have

in common?





“In 1993 the road was renamed

‘James Brown Boulevard’ in his

honour. He once said, ‘I started

shining shoes at 3 cents, then went
up to 5 cents, then 6 cents. I never

did get up to a dime’.”



October 6



This one based upon the French

phrase chacun a son gout - each to

his own taste - is, I think,

particularly clever.





October 6

Here, Peter Stadlera compares drawings by
Seymour and George Cruikshank. Seymour
(quite often drew devils in his pictures. There
is also a companion piece to the Morning
picture called Night, in which Seymour shows
why the man was attacked by devils - he had
enjoyed a night of heavy drinking, and the
devils represent the hangover of the next
day. And, strangely enough, in my post
earlier today about Seymour's visual puns, I

have shown him punning on the phrase 'Night

and Morning'. One wonders whether Seymour
was looking around for inspiration for a pun,
and suddenly he saw (or recalled) his own
pictures Night and Morning.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read of Robert
Seymour's imitation of George Cruikshank as
‘Snortshanks’. Here are two illustrations in

comparison. The first illustration by Robert
Seymour is titled Morning.





October 7

Here are some more pictures

showing Seymours abilities as a

visual pun-maker.





The bunch of grapes' may require

explanation - it refers to loading a

cannon with multiple small balls,

called grapeshot, rather than a

single large cannonball. Showing a

lethal blast through a man has a lot

in common with the way that

Seymour met his own end, of

course.



PRIVATE
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Here is a brilliant post by Martin Hulsenboom, the Dutch
translator of Dr Syntax.

Vindication of the poet William Combe, co-father of
Doctor Syntax.

“In Stephen Jarvis's novel Death and Mr Pickwick mention
is made of The Tour of Doctor Syntax, in Search of the
Picturesque, being one of the forerunners of The Pickwick
Papers. It was the result of a remarkable cooperation
between the caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson and the
writer William Combe.

Together, butwithout having contact with each other,
nor having a predefined storyline, they created The
Schoolmaster's Tour, as it was originally called. Every
month, from 1 809 till 1811, Rowlandson provided an
aquatint and Combe wrote a narrative text in light verse,

to be published in Rudolph Ackermann’s Poetical
Magazine. The basic concept was to parody the new
phenomenon of the sketching traveller, popularized by
the illustrated travel books of the cleric and
schoolmaster William Gilpin. The Schoolmaster’s Tour
was an instant success and was quickly followed, in 1812,
by the first of many book editions.

IA



“Nowadays, Doctor Syntax is

mainly associated with

Rowlandson’s aquatints, whereas
Combe’s contribution, if

remembered, is referred to as

‘comment’ or ‘accompanying
verse’. This is doing great injustice

to Combe’s achievement and would
have been inconceivable in the

19th century. From the point of

view of the 1 9th century reader,

Combe’s contribution was, at the

least, as important as

Rowlandson’s.



“First, a few facts about Combe’s work itself.

Per illustration, there is an average of 8 pages of
verse. More often than not, the subject of

Rowlandson's aquatint is dealt with in a few
lines, the rest of the canto being a highly

entertaining mix of witty dialogues, sympathetic
musings, lyrical descriptions and zealous
diatribes. Such a text cannot merely be called

‘comment’.

Even when reacting to the illustrations, Combe
did not slavishly follow them. Two examples
might suffice. For canto XVI, Rowlandson drew
‘Doctor Syntax sells Grizzle’, but Combe didn’t

want to get rid of Syntax’s beloved mare and
came up with a fake transaction in the context
of a wager. Five cantos later, Rowlandson shows
Doctor Syntax, preaching before an inattentive,
drowsy congregation. Combe, however, didn’t
want to offena his clerical hero: Syntax’s sermon
was so inspired, that the local squire did neither
‘sleep nor snore - a wonder never known



“And then there is the aspect of the
picturesque. Where Rowlandson ridiculed
William Gilpin in his capacity of sketching
traveller, it was Combe who successfully
focused his satire on Gilpin’s theories
concerning the esthetics of the picturesque.
The renaming of The Schoolmaster’s Tour as
The Tour of Doctor Syntax, in Search of the
Picturesque, when it was first published as a
book in 1812, can therefore, without
exaggeration, be regarded as Rudolph
Ackermann’s tribute to Combe’s valuable
share.

You still might say, that Combe was no Keats.
That’s certainly true, but then again -

Rowlandson was no Reynolds. Indeed, the
force of the work is the blessed match
between Combe’s light verse and
Rowlandson’s caricatures. They strengthen
each other.







“I only want to point out that ruling
out Combe is a disgrace as well. As a
matter of fact, if not for Combe, I

would never have decided to

translate this poem into Dutch...

His contribution deserves a serious
revaluation. The Tour of Doctor
Syntax, in Search of the Picturesque
is not the creation of Thomas
Rowlandson, merely supported by
William Combe, as most tend to

think these days. It was a joint

creation by both or, as I wrote
earlier, a blessed match between
Combe’s light verse and Rowlandson’s
caricatures.”



IB
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The great Peter Stadlera has posted
considerable background material
here about a novel mentioned in

Death and Mr Pickwick, The Man of
Feeling. As I mention in Death and Mr
Pickwick, several years before he
met Dickens, Seymour drew an
obvious Mr Pickwick prototype
feeding some ducks, with a copy of
The Man of Feeling protruding from
the character's pocket. There are
some similarities between Mr
Pickwick, and the main character of
The Man of Feeling. Seymour's
drawing suggests that he did not see
Mr Pickwickas simply an image of a
fat man, but as a true character.



"In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about the
novel The Man of Feeling...Henry Mackenzie
(1745 • 1831) was a Scottish novelist, playwright,

poet, and editor, whose most important novel,
The Man of Feelins, established him as a major
literary figure in Scotland. His work had
considerable influence on Sir Walter Scott, who
dedicated his Waverley novels to him. Henry
Mackenzie’s The Man of Feeling at one level is

the fragmented story of a well-meaning, yet
naive man named Harley. On another level, the
novel is the story of our emotional landscapes:
of sorrow and joy, of anger and love, and finally

of virtue and loss. In a series of discontinuous
vignettes, we follow Harley on his unsuccessful
trip to London to ask a favor of a baronet.
Though the journey was unsuccessful, the
characterisation of Harley begins to develop - he
becomes an ever-sentimental person who reacts

to the woes, tirades and wisdom of the
different situations and people he encounters.



“Along the journey, Harley befriends a
beggar, who blurs the lines between honesty
ana necessity. He empathizes with some of
the inmates of Bedlam, an 18th century
insane asylum. He learns a lesson on honor
and politeness from a misanthrope and then
is duped in a game of cards by two con
artists. Drawn to the suffering of prostitute,

Harley becomes a character in her story of
the disastrous consequences of seduction. In

one of the many emotional climaxes of the
novel, Harley sees the reunion of the
prostitute and her father, who has been
searching for her for decades. Having gone
through a financially fruitless trip, Harley
begins his journey homeward. In the stage-
coach on the way home, he encounters many
characters and reflects with an old man on
the vanity of poets and on how the young are
no longer taught to be sensible.



“Harley now comes to hear the tragic story
of Old Edwards, a man who has sacrificed
everything for his children only to find that
they have died of grief in his absence. This
grief shrouds the rest of the novel, as Harley
finds the schoolhouse of his youth destroyed
and leams that the love of his life, Miss
Walton, intends to marry another man.
Suddenly, the story is interrupted by a brief

narrative of the journeys of a boy and his

tutor as they help a dying man in prison and
leam a lesson on virtue. Returning to the
story of Harley, we find him some years ir

the future, as a sickly young man who has
accepted that he is to die. fn a powerful

love to Miss ^Vafton, who reveals that she too
has loved Harley. With one last brief smile,
Harley dies by her side. In the final chapters
we are told of the burial of Harley and the
author relates that the world has lost a very
noble man, a man of feeling."

:oo



October 7

Danny Stalder, owner of Danielle's

Crepes at Seattle has posted this

pic showing customers examining

Death and Mr Pickwick. I think you

should launch a special Death and

Mr Pickwick crepe, Danny!

Check out Danny’s website at:

http://www.daniellescrepes.com/



October 7

This unfavourable review of Death
and Mr Pickwick has just appeared
on www.goodreads.com: "I spent a

million years of my life reading a
long book about a long book that

nobody cares about anymore. In

saying that sentence I purposefully

am taking a shit on the book's

moral, fight me." If you care about
Death and Mr Pickwick, and haven't

yet posted a rating or review on
goodreads, please do so. Every
review of this sort lowers the

novel's average rating.









The final picture here completed

volume one of The Comic

Magazine, where all the puns

appeared, and is itself a pun on

the idea of conclusion - because it

involves the rarely-used word

"last", referring to the artificial

foot which cobblers use to make
shoes.



October 8

Peter Stadlera has just done this great post
about a bird which is mentioned in Death and Mr
Pickwick, and which takes it name from a
member of the Houghton Angling Club, Edward
Barnard. As Michael Segers had already
discovered, this is the only parrot mentioned in

Death and Mr Pickwick, and I wonder whether
Michael can get a reaction from the official

Death and Mr Pickwick parrot, Michael's pet
Dory, to this pic. (Michael said: ’Dory has
already gone "birdtime" tonight. I'll have to

check with him tomorrow.’) And perhaps Gypsy,
the official Death and Mr Pickwick cockatiel,

might have a view on this picture too? (Beryl

said: ‘Gypsy likes this post, as she is also a
Psittaciformes, a member of the parrot family.’)

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Platycerus barnardi, Barnard's Parakeet. The
Australian Ringneck (Barnardius zonarius) is a
parrot native to Australia. Here we see a plate

from Edward Lear's Illustrations of the Family of
Psittacidae, or Parrots, published in 1832.



“The first large-folio bird book completed in

England, and the only separate ornithological
work produced by 'perhaps the best of all

bird painters'; it was the first illustrated book
ever devoted to a single family of birds. At
19, Lear began publishing a series of studies
of parrots, Illustrations of the Family of
Psittacidae, or Parrots (London 1830-32).
The printer, Charles Hullmandel of London,
was the pioneer of lithography in England,
having obtained his patent from Alois

Senefelder, the inventor of lithography. Lear's

Parrots marked the transition from engraving
to lithography in natural history illustration.

Each stone was effaced after printing, as
Lear could not afford the expense orkeeping
his drawings on so many stones. Only 175
copies were published. Here is a small gallery

of his works:

hti^/ /www. aradergalleries .com/works
.
php?i





October 9

Anyone who was a teenager in the UK in

the 1970s will remember the Top of the
Pops series of albums. These albums had
no connection to the famous BBC Top of
the Pops television series, but obviously
record-buyers were meant to think that
there WAS a connection. The format of
the albums was always the same: a
woman on the sleeve showing cleavage
and thigh, and a series of covers of pop
songs then in the charts, performed by
session musicians. But strangely enough,
when The Pickwick Papers was no longer
the most famous novel in the world, but
instead was one of Dickens’s least popular
works, these records helped to keep alive
the name of “Pickwick”, because they
were produced by the Pickwick Record
Company, under its Hallmark label.





The company’s name was no

accident. Its founder, Cy Leslie,

was an avid reader of Dickens.

Leslie admired too the business

methods of serial publication by

which Dickens's novels were

originally distributed.



For some of Pickwick’s output,

particularly for children’s records,

the company even put a cartoon

image of a Victorian gentleman on
the label - and although the image
isn’t Mr Pickwick in the sense of the
character created by Robert

Seymour, one has to remember that,

by then, the image of Mr Pickwick

was largely forgotten by the public,

so it would mean little to place the

Seymourian character on the label.

Still, there is undoubtedly a
suggestion of THE Mr Pickwick,

because of the era of the character’

clothing.





And there is even an important

part of pop music history which

can be associated with the

Pickwick company. A certain Lou

Reed worked for Pickwick as a staff

songwriter, and also played on

some of their records as an

uncredited session musician.



PICKWICK

THE OSTRICH

"the primitives'

*

Notably, two early Lou Reed

compositions put out by Pickwick,

The Ostrich and Sneaky Pete,

united Reed for the first time with

John Cale, which led to their

founding the Velvet Underground.



And today, in Seattle, there is an R

8t B band called Pickwick, who take

their name from that very record

company. Here is a video of the

band performing The Ostrich :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=EUA7lau2u04



pickwick
records

And this is the final pay-off. There

have been some coincidences, which

I have mentioned on this facebook

page, connecting the lives of myself

and my wife Elaine to Pickwick. Here

is another: Elaine told me that after

she lost her job at TV-AM, she

worked as a freelancer - and one of

her freelance jobs was a single night

of shiftwork, editing subtitles on the

video of an opera. And the company
that produced the opera video?

Well, of course it was Pickwick.



October 10

You will recall that I recently

posted about a hundred jacket-

images for different editions of

The Pickwick Papers. In the course

of searching for these images, I

came across some illustrations for

Pickwick by Velery Kojin, who is

Russian, and by Jiri Salamoun, who
is Czech. I thought they deserved a

post of their own.
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October 10

Now here is a fascinating piece of

Pickwick-news. Starting on October

12, at 1pm EST, the author Joshua

Cohen is going to write his version

of The Pickwick Papers live, online

for five days, for five hours a day.

Details are in this Guardian article:

http://www.theguardian.com/boo

ks/2015/oct/09/joshua-cohen-

rewrites-dickens-live-for-the-

digital-age



October 10

Peter Stadlera now posts about the Castle
Tavern, a pub which features in Death and Mr
Pickwick. Also, In this post, Peter mentions
Fred Jarvis (shown left) formerly of the
National Union of Teachers. Peter didn't know
this when he posted, but Fred Jarvis is

almost certainly a relative of mine! When my
father was alive, his resemblance to Fred
Jarvis made him strongly believe that he was
related to the union official, who quite often
appeared on TV in the 1970s and 1980s. And
to be honest, I thought the same myself -

Fred Jarvis and my father looked very similar

indeed. And then, some years later, I read an
interview with Fred Jarvis, in which he said
that his ancestors worked in mother-of-pearl.
This was hugely significant. Because I know
that my ancestors too worked in mother-of-

E
earl, in East London. So, although I don't
ave hard evidence that I am related to him,

I very probably am.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about the
Castle Tavern. Let's go and find out what's
interesting about it: marked in red is the
exact location of the famous Castle Tavern in

Holborn, London. Its strange location gave it

an almost mystical air. It could be
approached in two ways, either off High
Holborn via a long dark passageway under
buildings that was lit at the far end by a red
lamp, or from the rear via a secret alleyway
off Castle Court. To visitors it must have
been like entering a mysterious hidden
temple. Unfortunately, the enclosed nature
of the building means there is virtually no
external pictorial record of it in

existence. Just to add to the mystery of the
area there is a London legend that suggests
Oliver Cromwell's body is actually buried in

the area just to the north-west of the Castle!



“In 1859 it was being run by a

Thomas William Belcher. This is

possibly the son (or relation) of the

pugilist Tom Belcher (shown left),

who himself ran the establishment

in its heyday between 1814-1828,

after which time it was taken over

by the former Champion Tom
Spring who was landlord there until

his death in 1851.



“In this picture we see Spring in an

1824 bout against Irish

heavyweight Jack Langan (left). In

its later years The Castle was
known as The Napier (certainly in

1902) and the original building may
have been demolished in 1922 and

replaced by a mixture of shops and

offices. Its location was also

heavily bombed by the Luftwaffe

in WW2 and the whole area has

been largely rebuilt.



“The rear section of The Cittie of

Yorke pub is located immediately

to the east of where the Castle

once stood, and this pub is often

mistaken for being its modern

incarnation. The Cittie of Yorke is

actually built on the site of a

former wine merchant’s premises

that was itself once the location of

an ancient tavern. The Welsh poet

Dylan Thomas penned an

impromptu ode to the pub when it

was called Henneky’s Long Bar.



“Fred Jarvis (please note the last

name!), a former general secretary
of the National Union of Teachers,
found the previously unknown poem
in 2014 while going through papers
belonging to his late parents-in-law
who knew Thomas. The top of the
poem reads: ‘This little song was
written in Henneky's Long Bar High
Holborn by Dylan Thomas in 1951 To
further confuse matters it appears
there were also at one point in time
three pubs on the Castle Tavern site,

with two to the front immediately
off High Holborn with the Castle
Tavern rearmost. There were also a
further 4 pubs immediately to the
east and west!”



October 1

1

Yes, that's me in the bathtub.

Though not just ANY bathtub - it's

the very bathtub once used by

Enrico Caruso, who recorded the

most famous version of Vesti la

Giubba, the sad clown song from
Pagliacci, mentioned in Death and
Mr Pickwick. Elaine and I were on
holiday in Sorrento, Italy, where
we stayed in the Grand Hotel

Excelsior Vittoria - and our first

night was spent in the Caruso
Suite, once occupied by the great

singer himself.



The Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria

is, quite simply, the greatest hotel

I have ever seen, or ever expect to

see. One approaches the hotel by a

long, tree-lined avenue, and enters

a world with amazing staff, superb

rooms and world-class facilities.



'.*3

Situated on a cliff overlooking the

Gulf of Naples, with a view of

Vesuvius (and note the rainbow in

the photo) it is said that Emperor

Augustus himself located his villa

here. I would even say that the

Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria IS a

holiday. You could be happy staying

there, and never leaving its site.











There was evenan unexpected touch of Death-and-

Mr-Pickwickiana among the suite's books - for here

were volumes of The Spectator, the eighteenth

century journal founded by Addison and Steele, who
are both mentioned in my novel. (Indeed, Addison's

quote about celebrated clubs being founded upon

eating and drinking, which appears on page 299 of

Death and Mr Pickwick, was taken from The
Spectator.)

I





And this in turn led to thoughts of Pickwick's

sad clown, so I decided to re-enact the pose

from Seymour's dying clown drawing, with

myself as the clown, and Elaine as Dismal

Jemmy, as you can see.

And one final thing: the hotel is located on

Piazza Tasso - yes, its very location is named
after the great poet who appears as a

character in Death and Air Pickwick, for

Sorrento was where Tasso was born.

IMore from Sorrento tomorrow...



October 1

1

Michael Segers has just posted this

pic - and of course a magpie plays

a huge role at the start of Death

and Mr Pickwick, by cursing the

Seymour family.



October 1

2

Following on from yesterday's post, in

which I described the Caruso Suite in the
Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria in Sorrento,
Italy, it was only fitting that Elaine and I

went for a meal at the town's Caruso-
themed restaurant. It is actually called
the RistoranteMuseo Caruso - the Caruso
Restaurant and Museum - and is stuffed
with images of the man who recorded
Vesti La Giubba. It is an extraordinary
restaurant - its menu is the most visually

appealing I have ever seen (it is more like

an opera programme than a menu) and its

wine list is so extensive that it is really a
wine book. The food is amazing - but I

have to say that we somewhat regretted
embarking on the multi-course tasting
menu. We have never felt so bloated from
a meal in all our lives. This was the
ultimate Pickwickian pig-out.











October 1

2

In his latest post, Peter Stadlera has some
fascinating material about the play Cato,
written by Addison. In Death and Mr
Pickwick, Cato is mentioned by the fat actor
James Quin (probably the fattest character in

a book full of fat men) but here Peter gives
background material on the huge significance

of the play.

"Stephen was speaking about Addison in one
of his recent posts and today we saw our
beloved author in the ‘Caruso Suite’. Well,

let's turn to Addison in Death and Mr Pickwick
and another famous character from history

beginning with "C“.

In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Joseph Addison's Roman drama Cato. One of
the strangest stories in English literature is

the rise and fall Cato, which was first

performed in London in 1713.



“A canonical work in eighteenth-century
England, Cato was even more popular in

the American colonies. The story of the
Roman Cato’s suicide, in protest against
the incipient tyranny of Caesar, fuelled

the colonists’ passion for liberty. It was
George Washington’s favorite play, and it

shaped his thinking about his life as a
public man. George Washington actually
was so taken with the character of Cato
the younger in the play that he made the
Roman republican nis role model. He went
to see Cato numerous times from early
manhood into maturity and even had it

performed for his troops at Valley Forge
despite a congressional resolution that
plays were inimical to republican virtue.

Washington included lines from the play in

his private correspondence and even in his

farewell address.



“When the play premiered on April

14, 1713, it was an immediate
success. In fact, it went on to

become one of the most popular

English plays of that period.

In addition to being a dramatist and
poet, Joseph Addison was also a

prominent essayist and was noted for

his graceful writing style. Samuel
Johnson once wrote: ‘Whoever
wishes to attain an English style,

familiar but not coarse, and elegant
but not ostentatious, must give his

days and nights to the study of

Addison.’”



READING IS A BASIC

TOOL IN THE LIVING

OF A GOOD LIFE.



October 1

3

Here I am, doing Pickwickian
research in a pizza restaurant, but
not just ANY pizza restaurant. For
this was the Tasso Pizzeria in

Sorrento, Italy - the town where the
great poet Torquato Tasso was born.
Tasso, of course, appears as a
character in Death and Mr Pickwick,
and going to his birthplace was the
main motivation for our trip to

Sorrento. In Sorrento, there are
numerous mentions of the poet on
the streets, as you can see in the
following photos. The town's central
area, where our hotel was located, is

even called Piazza Tasso, and
features a substantial statue in

honour of good old Torquato.

















But here is the strange thing:

though there are many souvenir

shops, I did not see a SINGLE piece

of Tasso memorabilia on sale in

Sorrento - and believe me, I

looked. No postcards, no tea-

towels, no fridge magnets, no

mugs, no bookmarks - no Tasso-tat

at all. In frustration, I said to a

souvenir-shop owner: "Do you have

anything with Tasso on it?" He
replied: "Tasso who?"



October 1

3

Peter Stadlera's wonderful posts just get better and
better. Here is an amazing find. The stage-performer
Charles Mathews, who appears in Death ana Mr Pickwick,
was a huge influence on Dickens, who often attended
Mathewsrone-man shows. Mathews was famed for his

ability to portray numerous characters in a single show,
and the characterswould even talk to each other, with
Mathews effortlessly switching his facial expressions as he
changed persona. In the picture which Peter has found,
the cartoonist William Heath (another character in Death
andMr Pickwick) has portrayed a number of Mathews’
characters gathered together, as though they are all in

the same room. Fantastic post, Peter.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read about Commodore
Cosmogony. William Heath'sprint entitled Mathew-orama
for 1817, being The Home Circuit or Cockney Gleanings
depicts Charles Mathews in the characters of Penruddock,
MrDomville, Mr Spinks, Incledon, LawyerMuzzle, Dickey
Suett, Joe Hatch, Jack Project, Cook in Sir Pertinax Mac,
Commodore Cosmogony, Mr Sandy M. Sillergrip, Zachary
Barnacle and Sir Peter Teazle. The print was published by
Thomas McLean, who of course appears in Death and Mr
Pickwick.



October 1

3

In Peter Stadlera's latest post, he talks about the
Peninsular War, which is alluded to several times in

Death and Mr Pickwick. Indeed, in the original prospectus
for The Pickwick Papers, there is a facetious comparison
between recording the history of the Pickwick Club
(whose exploits have a great deal to do with boozing and
eating) and the work of the military historian Sir Witdam
Napier on the Peninsular War. When I wrote Death andMr
Pickwick, I bore this facetious comparison in mind, and it

was one of the reasons why I included some allusions to

“In Death and Mr Pickwick William Heath (1795-1840)
shows ThomasMcLean his picture of the Battle of
Albuera. I have found several illustrations of this battle,

described as the bloodiest battle of the Peninsular War.
In this battle the French lost more than 7,000 men, which
compelled Soult to retreat. Allied casualties topped 5,000
and Beresford gave Wellington a gloomy reportwhen the
latter arrived three days later. Wellington, wary of public

opinion at home, told one of Beresford’s staff: ‘Write me
down a victory. ’ The French had, after all, been
thwarted. To his brother Henry, however, Wellington
wrote privately that ‘another such battle would ruin us’.”





October 14

I was recently sent this photo of a

bas-relief, in wax, of Seymour’s Mr
Pickwick Addresses the Club. Its

owner, Martin Craighill, discovered

the piece some twenty-five years

ago, in an old suitcase in his Dad’s

loft. It was wrapped in a

newspaper carrying the headline of

Howard Carter’s discovery of

Tutankhamen’s tomb, and is now
protected in a glass-fronted case.



A little googling reveals that this

bas-relief was made by the Ivorex

company, established by Arthur

Osborne at Faversham in Kent,

which also happens to be the

birthplace of Martin’s father. And

further googling shows that this

wasn’t only piece of Pickwickiana

made by the Ivorex Company
(which was in existence from 1899

to 1965), as you can see.





October 1

5

When I received the photograph of the

Pickwickian bas-relief (see yesterday's

post), I realised that it made Mr Pickwick

go beyond the normal flat two dimensions
of illustrations, and that in turn made me
wonder about the range of three-

dimensional portrayals of the character.

So, I started searching for statuettes,

figurines, dolls, porcelain ornaments and
other representations of Mr Pickwick

which gave him solidity. There were many
examples! So, here is the first tranche of

pictures showing Mr Pickwick in three

dimensions .More tomorrow!





















October 1

5

Peter Stadlera has done some
research on Corsham Court, which in

Seymour's time had a fabulous
collection of paintings. It still does
have a collection of paintings, though
many have been sold and replaced
over the years, and today's gallery is

but a shadow of the early nineteenth
century one. For me, it was one of
those real "Aha!" moments when I

discovered that the name "Pickwick"
was well-known in artistic circles in

Seymour's time, because the Hare
and Hounds, in the village of
Pickwick, was the coaching stop for

anyone visiting the Corsham gallery.

As far as I am aware, this fact had
never been pointed out before.



Suddenly, I realised what Seymour was up to: he
had chosen a name for the character which
represented his own artistic development. It also

explains why Mr Pickwick lived in Goswell Street,
in Islington - Dickens had no connection with this

street, but Seymour certainly did: it was where
his artistic mentor, Joseph Severn, had a studio.
I have often wondered whether the ending to

The Pickwick Papers, in which Mr Pickwick
retires to Dulwich, was Seymour's idea too, even
though it appears long after the artist's death -

because Dulwich was the location of another
very significant art gallery, which Peter Stadlera
and I visited this summer.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read that Robert
Seymour, after having stayed overnight at the
Hare and Hounds, took the short walk of about a
mile to Corsham House. The earliest known
records of a house at Corsham date back to 978
when the house was a summer palace for the
Kings of Wessex.



“The property subsequently became part
of the dowry of the Queens of England
until Elizabeth I granted a leasehold
interest following which Thomas Smythe
erected an Elizabethan manor house on
the site. Corsham Court remains in private
ownership and is the home of James
Methuen-Campbell, the eighth generation
of the Methuens to live there. He
succeeded to the Corsham Estate on the
death of the Sixth Baron Methuen in 1994.

Since that time, conditional exemption
from Inheritance Tax has been allowed by
H.M. Treasury with respect to the library,

various paintings and furniture in the
private wing of the Court. Corsham Court
is seen as a location in Stanley Kubrick’s
masterpiece Barry Lyndon and the
conference in the cabinet room in

Remains of the Day was held here.”



October 16

Here are some more examples of

Mr Pickwick in three dimensions.

Some of these, as you can see,

represent radical departures from

tradition. The fifth Mr Pickwick is

actually a mechanical toy, who lifts

his hat.

More 3D-Pickwick tomorrow.















& Danny Stalder Looks like he's not wearing pants!

Like Reply Message 1 October 16. 2015 at

721pm Edited

Death and Mr Pickwick LOL LOL LOL With a

strategically placed hat!

Like Reply & 2 October 1 6, 20 1 5 at 7:44pm

Ij, Death and Mr Pickwick I am giggling at the

thought of Mr Pickwick as a flasher!

Like Reply €) 1 October 16. 2015 at

7:51pm

A Danny Stalder Oh! I just laughed so loudly

at that thought that two people turned to

stare at me!

Unlike Reply Message *2? 1 October

16, 2015 at 7:53pm





October 16

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Fox's Book of Martyrs. John Foxe’s Book
of Martyrs, first published in 1563, has
been called ‘The most important
Christian work ever printed outside of the
Bible itself.’ It documents the martyrdom
of all of history’s recorded saints from the
original Apostles of the First Century, to
the mid-16th Century Reformation. It is

perhaps most famous for its many graphic
woodcut illustrations showing the
gruesome methods of execution and
torture used against those who save their
lives for the truth of God’s Word. The
Book of Martyrs was very widely read and
had a deep influence on English thinking
for centuries.

iir

;

d



“In the Seventeenth century, it

contributed to what historians have
called the ‘Catholic myth’; that is

the belief that English Catholics, in

reality a powerless and beleaguered
minority, were a vast conspiracy
ready to seize any opportunity to
overthrow the state, enslave the
people, introduce the Inquisition etc.

It is arguable that this beliefwas one
of the principal causes of the English

Civil War, and quite certain that it

was a cause of the rebellion of
Monmouth and the ‘Popish Plot’

conspiracy, not to mention the
expulsion of James II in the ‘Glorious

Revolution’.



"A century later, the Gordon riots of 1780 drew most

of their strength from it; in the words of Dickens in

Barnaby Rudge: . the air was filled with whispers

of a confederacy among the Popish powers to

degrade and enslave England, establish an inquisition

in London, and turn the pens of Smithfield market

into stakes and cauldrons; when terrors and alarms

which no man understood were perpetually

broached, both in and out of Parliament, by one

enthusiast who did not understand himself, and

bygone bugbears which had lain quietly in their

graves for centuries, were raised again to haunt the

ignorant and credulous.’”



October 17

Jugs. There are probably more Mr
Pickwick-themed jugs than any other
item of Pickwickiana. His body-
shape, whether considered as a
whole, or simply as a fat round head,
virtually cries out "Here's a
receptacle to be filled" . So, as the
third in this series about Mr Pickwick
in three dimensions, here is an array
of jugs, along with a few other items
with a handle - teapots and mugs -

and one or two items which may be
considered iug-like. Note in

particular tne jug with Sam Weller as
the handle.

More 3-D Mr P tomorrow.





























October 17

Peter Stadlera continues to give
brilliant additional commentary on
Death and Mr Pickwick. It is

particularly interesting here that the
picture Peter has found of the actor
John Liston does not show the huge
pig-like figurewho appears in Death
and Mr Pickwick - presumably as

Liston became more successful as an
actor he ate more and put on more
weight. Or perhaps this is a
deliberately flattering portrait.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we come
across the playscript Love, Law &
Physic by James Kenney. He was an
English dramatist, born in Ireland,

1780; died on July 25,1849.



“He was a bank clerk in London, with

a taste for the theatre, and wrote a
number of pieces that still hold the

stage. Among them were the farces:

Raising the Wind (1803), Turn Him
Out (1812), Love, Law, and Physic

(1812), the stock favorite

Sweethearts and Wives (1823) and
the famous tragedy The Sicilian

Vespers (1840). Kenney produced
more than forty dramas and operas

between 1803 and 1845, and many
famous actors appeared in his

pieces, including Sarah Siddons,

Madame Vestris, Maria Foote, Monk
Lewis and John Liston.



“On 14 March 1813 a review was
published in the Theatrical Examiner
in which significant praise was given
to Love, Law and Physic, which had
recently opened at Covent Garden.
The highlight of the piece was John
Liston’s performance as Lubin Log,

an ignorant Cockney shopman from
Southwark. This character was by no
means the first comic Cockney on the
London stage; and on paper at least

he was not markedly different from
his predecessors. But to the reviewer
there was clearly something new
about Liston’s performance -

something genuinely cutting-edge
and contemporary.”



October 18

Here is the last tranche of pictures

showing Mr Pickwick in three

dimensions. Some of these show Mr
Pickwick in useful' roles: as a pin

cushion, bookend, thimble, lighter,

cookie jar, wall hook, shaving

brush, knocker, pipe tamper, and
beaker. In the assortment that

follows, there is one featuring Mr
Pickwick and Sam Weller as a
double-header, and another with

Mr Pickwick and Jingle. The last is,

well, a radical reinterpretation of

the character.



























October 18

It's been a while since we saw Sir

Pelzi, the official Death and Mr
Pickwick cat, so it's great to see

this new picture of him.

Peter Stadlera: “Sir Pelzi (and me!)

enjoys the comfortable warmth of

our kitchen and sends October

greetings to Lady, Dory and all the

other animal and human friends

around the world!”



October 19

On several previous occasions, I have compared The
Pickwick Papers phenomenon to The Beatles

phenomenon and indeed there is a scene in Death

and Mr Pickwick which is set on the day of John

Lennon’s assassination. But in the 1960s there was

actually a location which formed a link between

Pickwick and The Beatles - in the form of a

members-only nightclub, called The Pickwick Club,

which was established in the basement at 15-18

Great Newport Street in London, in the heart of

theatreland.

)





The Pickwick Club was set up by

Leslie Bricusse and...

i



1

...Wolf Mankowitz, (who together

composed the musical Pickwick),

along with...



...Sammy Davis Jr., who recorded

many of Bricusse’s songs, including

Mr Pickwick’s song If I Ruled the

World. The Beatles often visited

the Pickwick Club, as did many
celebrities of the day including...



Frank Sinatra, Nat ‘King’ Cole,

Terence Stamp, Mary Quant, David

Bailey, Alma Cogan, Joan Collins,

Anthony Newley...









...and Michael Caine.



The Pickwick Club was probably

the only unofficial place where The

Beatles performed: one night they

just got up and played. Also, the

duo Peter and Gordon used to

perform in the club, and in this

period Paul McCartney wrote the

hit A World Without Love for them.



***





The basement is pretty small, and

one can easily imagine a smoky,

sweaty atmosphere in which Peter

and Gordon played to an exclusive

audience - so, to finish, here is a

link to A World Without Love.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=eZdrZQQWWBg



October 19
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Here is Peter Stadlera’s latest post. I

love the different sorts of imagery in

this, and the wonderful details Peter

has given.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe meet
the famous bare knuckle pugilist (no

gloves, no mercy, long rounds and

lots of blood) known as ‘Dutch Sam’

(born Sam Elias). Sam stood 5'6" and
never weighed more than 135 pounds

fora match. Nonetheless, the

London-born son of Dutch parents is

regarded as the greatest small man
in bare-knuckles ring history.



“He was also known as ‘The Man with the

Iron Hand’ or ‘The Feared Jew’ and he
invented the uppercut. He was the most
scientific and feared pugilist of his day.

Sam usually fought men significantly taller

and heavier than himself, and many of his

fights lasted 35 to 60 rounds. Sam retired

undefeated, before coming back and
losing for the first time to a much younger
fighter. Dutch Sam fought his first match
in 1801, and had more than 100 fights,

with only one loss - that last match of his

career. (100 fights in this era were
considered an enormous amount.)

He faced his younger opponent that day at

the age of 39...six years and 15,000 glasses

of gin after he had retired.



“His mentor was Daniel Mendoza,

the first great Jewish boxer, who
from time-to-time was his corner

man. Although Dutch Sam never

won a World Championship - in the

bare-knuckles era, there were no

weight classes, just one champ -

he was inducted into the

International Boxing Hall of Fame
in 1997.”





October 20

The area of The Strand in London is full of

Pickwickian ghosts. Many buildings

connected to either The Pickwick Papers

or Death and Mr Pickwick have vanished,

and in some cases one can only indicate

the approximate location where these

buildings once stood.

For instance, in the rough location of the
Waldorf Hotel, where the other day I

sipped a “Green Aldwych” cocktail

-

green, of course, to echo the wrapper
colour of the serial parts of The Pickwick

Papers there once stood a small theatre
in Catherine Street, just off The Strand,

which Dickens used to visit with his friend

Tom Potter.





And in another of the Sketches,

Astley's, Dickens refers to a person

hanging outside the stage door of a

minor theatre who seems to be the

model for the character of Dismal

Jemmy in The Pickwick Papers.

Dismal Jemmy, as you will recall,

was the narrator of the story of the

dying clown, which caused so much
distress to Robert Seymour, and in

Death and Mr Pickwick, Seymour’s

son calls Jemmy “the character

whose appearance killed a father".



It is a cruel irony therefore that

Catherine Street also represents

the Seymour family’s struggle for

survival after Robert Seymour’s

suicide. For it was somewhere in

this street that Seymour’s widow

tried to earn a crust by selling her

late husband’s sketches, reprinted

on differently-coloured pieces of

paper, such as the pink and green

ones here, to add newness and

variety.







October 20

Stuart Moore has just sent me
pic showing Death and Mr
Pickwick, Mr Pickwick, and a

Dickens commemorative coin.

Many thanks, Stuart!



October 20

Here is another great post by Peter Stadlera.
The pizza restaurant mentioned here
intrigues me • even though it represents just
the faintest echo of the White Conduit House
mentioned in Death and Mr Pickwick, I would
still eat there, if I were in the area. Those
echoes are very important!

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about the
White Conduit House and its tea garden.
The house derived its name from an old stone
conduit, which bore on a carved stone in

front the date 1 641 , and the initials and arms
of Thomas Sutton, the founder of the Charter
House - that institution, even in its earlier

monastic times, had been partly supplied
with water from this spot, but since 1 654 the
governors had recourse to the New River
Head, and in 1831 the last ruins of the
Conduit were removed.



“The garden was formed into several

pleasing walks, prettily disposed; at

the end of the principal one was a

painting, which served to render it

much larger in appearance than it

really was; and in the middle of the
garden was a round fish-pond,

encompassed with a great number of

very genteel boxes for company,
curiously cut into the hedges, and
adorned with a variety of Flemish

and other paintings; there were
likewise two handsome tea-rooms,

one over the other, as well as several

inferior ones in the dwelling-house.





“White Conduit House was

commemorated by a public house

of the same name at the end of

Penton Street. This pub has now
closed, with the premises in use as

a pizza restaurant since 2007. It

was built on the northern

extremity of the tea garden’s

grounds.
“



October 21

Chaucer is mentioned just once in Death and Mr
Pickwick, but during my stroll along The Strand in

London, I encountered this plaque outside the Savoy

Hotel which mentioned the great poet, and that was
enough to draw me inside for a cocktail in Chaucer's

honour.





It shows various people who have
stayed at the Savoy, includingW C
Fields. There is a minor connection
between Fields and The Pickwick
Papers. After Orson Welles had made
Citizen Kane, and lost money on the
project, Welles’s bosses at RKO Radio

Pictures suggested that he might
choose as his next project something
with more commercial appeal.

Welles considered an adaptation of

The Pickwick Papers, which would
star W C Fields as Mr Pickwick.

Unfortunately Fields’s schedule
would not allow him to appear in the
film, and so the project was shelved.



the miller’s tale

By the way, there is a little echo of

Chaucer’s infamous Miller’s Tale in

Death and Mr Pickwick, which

some readers may have noticed...



October 21

In Death and Mr Pickwick, Grimaldi's

alcoholic son performs at the

Whitechapel Pavilion theatre. The
amazing Peter Stadlera has now
traced the history of that theatre.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read

about the Whitechapel Pavilion: The
New Royal Pavilion Theatre opened in

1827 at the corner of Whitechapel Rd

and Baker’s Row (now Vallance Rd)

with a production of The Genii of the

Thames, initiating its famous

nautical-themed productions.



“In 1856, the theatre burnt down
and its replacement opened in

1858, boasting a capacity of three-

thousand-seven-hundred, which

was a thousand more than Covent

Garden and included the largest pit

in London theatre, where two

thousand people could be

comfortably accommodated.



“In 1874, the Pavilion was
reconstructed according to the

designs of Jethro T. Robinson, a

notable theatre architect who
designed two other East End
theatres, both of which are now
lost - the Grecian Theatre in

Shoreditch and the Albion in

Poplar. It was this rebuilding of the
Pavilion which included the

construction of a new terrace on
Baker’s Row with interwoven
Moorish arches evoking the

Alhambra.



“The decline of the Pavilion was
slow and painful. After the theatre

closed in the thirties, it was simply

left to decay after plans to

transform it into a ‘super cinema’

failed to materialise.



“After the theatre was finally

demolished in 1961, the northern

end of the terrace was also

demolished leaving just number 13

(the former Weavers Arms pub) and

the battered row that has survived

to this day.”





October 22

Here I am enjoying a sandwich at

the Wellington pub, Wellington

Street, off The Strand. Directly

ahead of me, there used to be a

section of Wellington Street, which

ran alongside Somerset House, and

which vanished when Somerset

House was extended, in Victorian

times. In this section of the

street...

A





Jerdan played a huge role in

spreading the word about The

Pickwick Papers - he was one of

the best-connected men in London,

and he sang the praises of Pickwick

to all of his associates.

However, in planning my stroll

along The Strand I discovered a

blooper I had made in Death and

Mr Pickwick regarding the location

of Jerdan ’s office.



In the novel, I have Jerdan

commenting on the annoying bell

of St Clement Danes church,

directly opposite his office. But the

office in Wellington Street was NOT
directly opposite the church. And

yet I was sure I could remember
reading that the office DID face

the church.



Further investigation revealed that the Literary
Gazette had changed location: it was originally

based very close to the church, roughly where
the Australian High Commission is now. but by
the time of the publication of The Pickwick
Papers, the Gazette had moved to Wellington

Street - where perhaps the bell’s toll was not
quite so annoying! In writing a historical novel,

one hates making little errors of this sort,

although some errors are virtually inevitable. I

can rationalise them, and be reconciled to them,
though, with the thought that The Pickwick
Papers almost certainly started the tradition of

blooper-spotting - as I have pointed out in a
previous post, the Pickwick-enthusiast Percy
Fitzgerald wrote a book in 1912 called

Pickwickian Riddles and Perplexities, which
pointed out numerous little continuity errors and
mistakes in the text of the great book. I always
wanted Death and Mr Pickwick to parallel The
Pickwick Papers, so surely I must embrace - and
even be proud of - my bloopers!

More on the Pickwickian Strand tomorrow.



October 22
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I am wondering whether this is THE
breakthrough moment for Death and Mr
Pickwick on the global stage. I have just

discovered that fnat novel was featured
yesterday in a big article in the China Daily.

It's in Chinese, so I can't read it, but it is a
reprint of the article which was originally

published in The Atlantic magazine. (I

recognised the piece by the illustration.) I

presume that it has been published to
coincide with the state visit of the Chinese
President to the UK. It is one of the best
articles which has been written about Death
and Mr Pickwick, because the author fully

recognises the importance of the novel when
it comes to understanding the modern world
- The Pickwick Papers is one of THE key texts
of modern life, as it essentially gave birth to
celebrity culture.
http://ent.chinadaily.com.cn/2015-
10/21 /content_22245490. htm
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Peter Stadlera's latest post features Edward
Jesse, the nature-enthusiast who is

mentioned in Death and Mr Pickwick. When I

was researching the novel, I read an account
of Jesse's life by his daughter - and as I recall

he was an extremely thin man, as well as
being very gullible.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we come across a
book titled Gleanings In Natural History by
Edward Jesse. It contains a collection of
short essays on many aspects of nineteenth
century British natural history, sport and
archaeology, including chapters on eels,

salmon, perch and carp, sea fish, a wide
range of animals, birds and reptiles and
nature in general. It was written with a view
to portraying the character of animals as well

as endeavouring to excite more kindly
feelings towards them. Jesse was a sincere
lover of animals and was always surrounded
by pets.



“He wrote: ‘The favourable, and I may
add, unexpected reception which the
public has given to my Gleanings in

Natural History, has induced me to
venture upon a second series. Like the
former, it has been principally composed
from notes which I had by me, and from
the communications of those kind and
observant friends who, as well as myself,
are admirers of what is curious in

nature. In submitting this unpretending
work to the public, I beg again to repeat
that I am completely ignorant of the
scientific part of natural history. Filling,

as I do, an arduous and responsible
situation, I have only the means of
making very cursory observations in my
favourite amusement’ .

”



October 23

Concluding my stroll along The
Strand...

You will recall that, in Death and Mr
Pickwick, Somerset House was where
Robert Seymour’s painting of a scene
from Tasso was exhibited, as part of

the Royal Academy summer
exhibition. Somerset House is sadly

one of the few Pickwickian buildings

in The Strand which survives, and
even this building has been altered

by the addition of new wings. All

around Somerset House, I was
confronted by ghosts, and only

ghosts, of the Pickwickian past.





Directly opposite the House, near

the tree, was the location of the

Morning Chronicle’s offices, where

Dickens worked as a reporter.



Moving in the direction of St

Clement Danes, and roughly level

with the lamp-post where I am
shown standing, was where

Chapman and Hall, the publishers

of Pickwick, had their bow-fronted

offices - alas, that area is now
occupied by a Pret-a-Manger cafe.







And opposite, at the Strand Palace

Hotel, was the menagerie where

Chunee the elephant was shot.

It was all a bit disappointing -

locations, but not much more.

The one ray of light was...





In fact, three things.

On the pub’s staircase was a

theatrical poster which mentions

The Boarding House, the play

which inspired the actor Sam Vale

to start using Sam Weller-type

speech.



Further down the staircase was a

picture of the actor Robert Keeley,

who gets two namechecks in Death

and Mr Pickwick - firstly, when the

young Dickens had just seen Keeley

in the role of a bootblack, and

secondly when Dickens is trying to

persuade Seymour to alter the

picture of Dr Slammer, so that the

gesture in the picture resembles

the sort of gesture used by Keeley

on stage.



And also on the staircase was a

picture of Philip Astley. Although

not directly mentioned in Death

and Mr Pickwick, it was in Dickens's

sketch Astley's, about the

equestrian theatre run by Philip

Astley, that the model for Dismal

Jemmy first appeared, as I

remarked earlier in my Strand-

stroll.





October 23

Amazingly, in his latest post Peter
Stadlera mentions The Boarding House,
which is in my own post today. Also, Peter
has pointed out something that I missed
on my Strand stroll: Samuel Beazley, who
appears in Death and Mr Pickwick,
designed the Lyceum Theatre. Peter's post
also suggests to me possibilities for

further Pickwickian research - finding
Beazley's grave, for instance. And perhaps
the 'original' of the boarding house in

Brighton might be located, if it still exists.

At one point, I did consider giving Beazley
a larger role in Death and Mr Pickwick. He
claimed to have saved Marie-Therese of
France, the daughter of Marie-Antoinette,
from Napoleon in a daring adventure - ana
I contacted an expert on Marie-Therese
about this...



Her reply about Beazley’s account of the
adventure is very interesting: "A fun,
melodramatic passage but ITear completely
fictitious. Even the timing - middle of the
night escape, etc - contradicts all eyewitness
reportage, documentation both written and
illustrated. Her agreement with Napoleon's
officers and the Emperor himself guaranteed
safe, broad daylight passage with little cloak
and dagger needed." I found Beazley's
account fascinating, though, as an example
of how people in that era were prepared to
completely fabricate aspects of their pasts.

Something which Dickens was himself
prepared to do, aided by that unreliable
historian, his biographer John Forster.

There is, by the way, a little hidden allusion

to Beazley's architectural work in a
particular part of Death and Mr Pickwick.
Can you find it? Anyway, a brilliant post -

over to Peter.



“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read
about the musical farce The Boarding
House by Samuel Beazley. Samuel
Beazley (1786-1851) was an English

architect, novelist and playwright.
He became the leading theatre
architect of his time and the first

notable English expert in that field.

Beazley died suddenly at his home,
Tonbridge Castle, Kent, on 1

3

October 1851, aged 65. He was
buried at Bermondsey Old Church,
London. Many years earlier he had
composed his own epitaph:

Here lies Samuel Beazley,
Who lived hard and died easily



“The Boarding House or Five Hours at
Brighton was written in 1 81 1 . It is billed as a
‘musical farce’ which revolves round the
goings on at a new boarding house run by a
Mr Fidget. When Brighton actor Nigel
Nevinson was researching his one-man play
The Trials and Tribulations ofMr Pickwick he
discovered that Sam Weller had a similarly

down-to-earth antecedent in The Boarding
House. ‘This Sam Weller is a sort of
footman,’ says Nevinson. ‘He comes out with
lots of funny phrases and quotes.’ What
piqued Nevinson’s interest in the play was
the discovery of an 1812 playbill which
revealed the play’s subtitle: Five HoursAt
Brighton. Further investigation showed the
titular boarding house’s location to be on the
city’s North Steine. ‘There’s a lovely song
about Brighton which shows how the city

hasn’t changed in 200 years,’ says Nevinson.



“The play also includes a song about

the Berners Street Hoax, which grew
out of a bet that Beazley had with

his friend Theodore Hook about

turning a private house into the most

talked-about address in London.

‘Someone sent invitations to

shopkeepers and hairdressers to go

to a certain house at a certain time,’

says Nevinson. ‘The lady who lived

there was flooded out with people!’

Samuel Beazley wrote more than 100

plays and he designed five theatres

in London, including the Lyceum.”



October 24

When I was in Sorrento recently, my holiday
reading by the hotel swimming pool was
Giambattista Bodoni: His Life and His World. It

bears a relationship, by DNA, to Death and Mr
Pickwick, because its author is Valerie Lester,

the great-great-granddaughter of Hablot
Browne, the third of the original Pickwick
artists. It is, quite simply, marvellous.

It is, first of all, a beautiful book, with many
pictures, which I loved handling as soon as it

arrived from Amazon. And it is gripping from the
start, as Val tells how she attended a dinner
party in California, and heard about a stolen
book: the Manuale Typografico, the masterpiece
of Bodoni. “Who is Bodoni?” asked Val. The short
answer is that Bodoni (1740-1813) was an
illustrious Italian type designer and printer. But
as her host explained more, Val felt a ripple of

excitement shiver up her spine. I know exactly
that feeling - it is the very feeling I got when I

heard about Robert Seymour. It is the moment
when an author finds the topic for a book.



And the philosophy of Val’s book truly

strikes a chord with me: just as I wanted
to go behind the text of The Pickwick

Papers, to the people whose lives were
connected with that book, so Val goes

“behind the font” - and has produced the

first biography in English of the man who
has been described as “the Prince of

Printers”. As Val says: “Bodoni is

everywhere. His is a favorite font...a mark
of elegance on the covers of Vanity Fair

and Vogue...he is featured on albums for

Nirvana, Mamma Mia and Lady Gaga.”

Val gives us not only Bodoni’s biography,

but the world that he inhabited: its food,

its smells, its weather, its famous people.

This is a book which is full of life.



Take for instance Bodoni’s involvement
with a grape seed: “A friend had
presented Bodoni with a basket of

beautiful grapes. While hurrying home
with them, he delightedly popped one
into his mouth, but as he chewed, he

coughed, and the seed flew up into the
whorls of his nose and settled comfortably

in. This particular grape seed must have
had a carapace of steel. It remained in

Bodoni’s nose for years, failing to

macerate, making it difficult for him to

breathe and causing splitting headaches.”

I KNOW that if I had heard about such a

grape seed in connection with one of the

people in Death and Mr Pickwick, it would
have appeared in my novel.



And consider too the beautiful way
that Val describes the experience of
visiting the Bodoni Museum: “If you

ever have a chance to visit the
museum, spend time with Bodoni’s

22,618 punches and 42,148 matrices,

all neatly arranged in specially made
wooden cases. Ask the attendant to

remove a punch from a case so that

you can hold it. While you marvel at

the coldness and perfection of this

jewe l-like piece of steel, press on its

carved face, so that the letter makes
an ephemeral print on your finger- a
print from Bodoni’s hand to yours.”



You will even find a few things which refer

to people in Death and Mr Pickwick: some
mentions of the novelist Tobias Smollett,

for instance, and also Bodoni’s printing of

a poem by Tasso. And as Val notes,

Bodoni’s funeral has something in common
with Dickens’s: in his will, Bodoni, like

Dickens, had stipulated a simple

ceremony, “but the people’s

determination to acknowledge the life

and work of its most famous citizen

overruled his wishes. The municipality

ordained that a solemn funeral be

celebrated in the Cathedral so that the
entire city could attend.”

I loved this book, and I strongly

recommend it.



October 24

In his latest post, Peter Stadlera takes us to
Cobham Hall, the ancestral home of the
aristocratic Darnley family. When I

discovered the legend of the sailor in the
mausoleum, which appears at the end of
Death and Mr Pickwick, its link to the
Darnley family was one of the reasons why I

wanted to use the tale: Dickens would have
been aware of Cobham Hall and the Darnley
family since boyhood, and I was looking for a
tale which, plausibly, he could have used in

The Pickwick Papers.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Cobham Hall. Well let's take an imaginary
walk there.

Cobham Hall is a beautiful red brick mansion
dating from 1 584, which demonstrates an
exciting combination of Elizabethan,
Jacobean, Carolean and 18th Century styles.





“Further rooms were later

decorated by James Wyatt in the

1 8th Century. Many English

monarchs have enjoyed the

splendour of Cobham Hall from

Elizabeth I to Edward VIII. Charles

Dickens regularly walked through

the grounds from his house in

Higham to the Leather Bottle pub

in Cobham village. T



“In 1883 the Honourable Ivo Bligh,

later the 8th Earl of Damley, led

the victorious English cricket team
against Australia and brought home
the ‘Ashes’ to Cobham Hall.

Visitors to the House should not

miss the many fine 17th century

marble fireplaces and the 18th

Century historic Snetzler organ in

the Gilt Hall.



“The gardens, landscaped for the 4th

Earl of Darnley by Humphrey Repton,

are being restored by the Cobham
Hall Heritage Trust. The Gothic Dairy,

The Pump House and some of the

classical garden buildings are also

being renovated. The grounds yield

many delights for the lover of

nature, especially in Spring, when
the gardens and woods are
resplendent with daffodils, narcissi

and a myriad of rare bulbs.

Cobham Hall is now an independent
boarding and day school for girls

aged 11 to 18 years.”





October 25

Take a look at this picture by

Robert Seymour, showing an angler

who has lost his hat and is falling

into a river. Seymour drew this

when he was involved with the

Houghton Angling Club, and I am
wondering whether the angler

portrayed is the sculptor Sir Francis

Chantrey, who was a member of

the club, and who appears in Death

and Mr Pickwick.



If you look at the painting of

Chantrey, I think you can see a

resemblance to the fisherman in

the cartoon. And Seymour did

indeed draw a portrait of Chantrey

(though unfortunately that picture

is not available online.)



Nowadays, whenever I visit a new place, I

always look for connections to Death and
Mr Pickwick. It so happens that Chantrey
came from the village of Norton, which is

just outside Sheffield, and this area is

known locally as Chantreyland. So, when I

was in Sheffield a few days ago to give a
talk about Death and Mr Pickwick, I took

the opportunity to visit Chantreyland. The
sculptor is buried in the graveyard of St

James’ Church, and you can see here a

number of memorials to Chantrey in and
around the church, including an obelisk.

Also shown is a plaque in Chantrey’s

honour in Paradise Square in central

Sheffield, close to the cathedral.











And one final thought: the idea of

a person losing a hat is something

that Seymour returned to in The

Pickwick Papers, as you can see in

the picture in which Mr Pickwick

chases his hat.



October 25

Peter Stadlera's amazing posts continue.

Here, he focuses on William Heath, and
the Looking Glass magazine. I have heard

that there is going to be an exhibition

about this magazine in Glasgow next year,

which I hope I shall be able to attend.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
William Heath, the Looking Glass and the
Cheap and Nasty Club of Glasgow. I put

together some hopefully interesting facts:

The Glasgow Looking Glass, founded by

John Watson, pioneered the use of ‘To Be

Continued’ in issue number two, published

on 25 June 1825. It was an early user of

‘word balloons’.



“The first (fortnightly) issue was

produced on 11 June 1825, 16

years before another contender for

the title ‘father’ of comic books,

Punch, was published in London.

The first linked up comic strip was
William Heath’s Life Of A Soldier

which appeared in issue number
ten of the Looking Glass.

i



“Heath was bom in London in 1785, but,
heavily in debt, fled to Glasgow where he
frequented a drinking establishment
called The Cheap ana Nasty Club. There,
he met Thomas Hopkirk, and suggested
they work together on the Looking Glass.

By issue 13, the Looking Glass, now
renamed The Northern Looking Glass and
extending its circulation to Edinburgh,
had introduced word balloons. The
Looking Glass eventually folded in June,
1826. According to a letter in the Mitchell
Library, Heath (eft Glasgow two years
later. In London, Heath re-launched the
publication, declaring in the debut issue,

‘Drawn and Etched by William Heath -

Author of The Northern Looking Glass -

Paul Pry’s Caricatures - and various
humorous works.’ Heath died in 1840,

aged 55.”





October 25

I always like to see posts about

magpies, because of the magpie

that curses the Seymour family at

the start of Death and Mr Pickwick.

He is an amazing video of a magpie

posted by Michael Segers.

https://www.facebook.com/Georg

ethetalkingMagpie/videos/vb. 1 543

097929244704/1 7094705592741 06/

?type=2&theater



October 26

Postcards are a great source of

Pickwickiana, and come in three
categories: 1 )

pictures of Mr Pickwick

and the other characters of The
Pickwick Papers 2) pictures of places

which appear in The Pickwick Papers
and 3) pictures of places and things

which are called Pickwick, and
ultimately take their name from the

book, even if they have no other
connection to Mr Pickwick and his

associates. So, I thought I'd spend a
few days exploring the delights of

Pickwickian deltiology, or postcard

collecting. Here is the first post on
that theme.





















October 26

Here is another of Peter Stadlera's
wonderful posts, all of which add great
depth to Death and Mr Pickwick. I can
remember discussing Charles Stokes, who
features in Peter's post, and his

extraordinary collection, with my wife
Elaine, when she and I went to Malta for
ten days to talk about the book. Elaine
came up with the comment - which made
its way into the book - that Stokes's

residence would smell peculiar, and you
probably couldn't say whether the smell
emanated from Stokes or from the objects
on display.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Charles Stokes of the Geological Society of
London hearing a knock when sitting

bearded and unkempt in the middle of his

study in the Verulam Buildings, Gray's Inn.



“Charles Stokes (1783-1853) was a member of
the Stock Exchange, and a man of remarkably
wide and accurate knowledge. Careless of fame,
he laboured indefatigably to advance science.
Referring to Mr. Stokes, Sir Charles Bunbury
recorded that in February 1845 he spent the
greater part of the day in Verulam Buildings,

Gray's Inn, looking over Stokes’s splendid
collection: ‘It is extremely interesting. He is

almost a universal collector, and his knowledge
is as multifarious as his collections, and
seemingly as deep and solid as it is varied. His
rooms exhibit a most picturesque confusion of

learned wealth, literary, scientific, and artistical

books, portfolios, fossils, dried plants, stuffed
birds, animals preserved in spirits, pictures,

busts, casts, coins, grotesque figures from India

or Japan, snuff-boxes, and nearly everything
that can be conceived; and, strange to say, he
seems generally able to find amidst this chaos
anything that he wants.’



“Gray's Inn lies north of Holborn,
and, as one of the four great Inns of
Court, dates from the time of
Edward III. The Lords Gray of Wilton
were once the ground landlords,
hence the name. The Square of
Gray's Inn, shown here, is reached
from Holborn through South Square
or Field Court, and from Gray's Inn
Road either directly, or through
Verulam Buildings Gate. In the corner
will be seen the old chapel, which,
however, was modernised in the last

century; and adjoining it on the right

is the fine, though small, Elizabethan
Hall, which was built about the
middle of the sixteenth century.



“Charles Dickens said the following about
this location in All the Year Round in

1860:

‘Indeed, I look upon Gray's Inn generally

as one of the most depressing institutions

in brick and mortar known to the children

of men. Can anything be more dreary than

its arid Square, Sahara Desert of the law,

with the ugly old tiled-topped tenements,
the dirty windows, the bills To Let, To Let,

the door-posts inscribed like gravestones,

the crazy gateway giving upon the filthy

Lane, the scowling iron-barred prison-like

passage into Verulam-buildings, the

mouldy red-nosed ticket-porters...’"
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Peter Stadlera has just posted this

interesting video about masks.

Extraordinarily, one of the masks

featured is a representation of

Snodgrass, from The Pickwick

Papers. (And, as I recall, Dickens

was scared of masks.

)

https://www.facebook.com/death

andmrpickwick/posts/751 86020828

1167













You'll notice here three views of

the Leather Bottle pub, and I could

have included more. It is a place

where one truly feels 'close' to The
Pickwick Papers. The Leather

Bottle has a large collection of

Dickensiana too, and it serves just

about the finest liver and bacon I

have ever eaten!















Here is the Royal Hop Pole in

Tewkesbury, which the Pickwickians
visited, albeit very briefly. One
doesn't get such a strong sense of
Pickwick here, but I stayed in the
pub overnight after seeing a
photograph of Tewkesbury in the
Dickens Museum, showing people
celebrating the centenary of The
Pickwick Papers in 1936: there was a
HUGE crowd outside the pub - a
photograph that truly demonstrated
the importance of Pickwick in

people s lives.

I will post the final set of Pickwickian
postcards tomorrow.
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In his latest post, Peter Stadlera

looks at the career of a military

man who is mentioned in Death
and Mr Pickwick. Peter's posts truly

show that one's involvement with

Death and Mr Pickwick doesn't

have to end when the last page of

the novel is reached.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we
come across the book Field

Exercise And Evolution Of The
Army by Sir Henry Torrens. Let's

have a look at the storybook career

this soldier had.



“Born at Londonderry in 1779 and
having been educated at the military

academy in Dublin, he was appointed
an Ensign in the 52nd Regiment in

1793 at the age of fourteen years. He
was promoted to Lieutenant in the
92nd Regiment in 1794 and in 1795
was transferred to the 63rd
Regiment, in the West Indies. He was
severely wounded in the right thigh
while engaged in the attack on Morne
Fortune on the island of St Lucia in

May 1796. After employment for
seven months at an outpost in the
woods against the Chanbs he was
promoted to the 6th West India

Regiment in March 1797.



“After a brief spell in England in 1798 he went to
Portugal as Aide-de-Camp to General Cuyler who
commanded a body of auxiliary troops sent by
the British to repel the threat of invasion by the
Spaniards. He went to the 20th Regiment in

August 1799 and served with them in Holland

where he was wounded, again in the right thigh,

by a musket ball. In 1799 he was promoted to

Major in the Surrey Rangers who he commanded
in Nova Scotia before he returned to England in

1801. He transferred in 1802 to the 86th
Regiment then serving in Egypt. After cessation
of duties there he went to India, via Cosseir and
Bombay, but ill health later forced him to go on
a voyage, intended for England, but which he
broke at St Helena where ne married the
daughter of Governor Patton. Returning to India

he served under General Lord Luke. On 1 st

January 1805 he was promoted to Lieutenant
Colonel and later in the year he returned to
England where he became Assistant Adjutant
General in the Kent District before transferring

to the 89th Regiment in February 1807.



"Later in the same year he took part in an expedition
against the Spanish colonies on the Rio de la Plata and
was present in the disastrous attack upon Buenos Aires on
the 5th July 1807. On returning to England he was
appointed to the prestigious position of Assistant
Adjutant General and subsequently to be Assistant
Military Secretary to His Royal Highness The Duke of York,
the Commander-in-Chief. In July 1 808 he embarked with
the expedition for Portugal under the orders of
Lieutenant General Sir Arthur Wellesley and was present
at the battles of Roleia and Vimiera. He returned to
England with Sir Arthur Wellesley at the end of 1808 and
resumed his former duties with the Duke of York. Again
transferring, he was appointed to a company of the 3rd
Foot Guards in June 1811. Further promotions and
appointments followed including Aide-de-Camp to the
Prince Regentwith the rank of Colonel in 1812, and that
of Major General in 1814. Recognition of his services

resulted in his being enrolled in the list of Knights
Commander of the Bath in 1 8 1 5 . 1n the same year he was
appointed to the Colonelcy of the 2nd Garrison Battalion
in April and removed to the Royal African Colonial Corps
in the following November.



“After further overseas service with
the Second West India Regiment in

1818 he became Adjutant General to

the Forces in 1820. Although
excessive labours took a toll of his

health, his exertions never lessened
and his works included Regulations
for the Exercise and Field
Movements of the Infantry of the
Army. He was promoted to the
Second, or Queen’s Royals, on 26th
July 1822 and died suddenly on 22nd
August 1828 at Welwyn, Herts while
riding out with his wife and
daughters. You can find the portrait

of this military man in the National
Portrait Gallery!
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Here is the concluding tranche of

Pickwick postcards. You will notice

that the first bears a British

postage stamp depicting Mr
Pickwick. If this card had also been

postmarked in the village of

Pickwick, so that card, stamp and

postmark all reflected the same
theme, it would be what
philatelists call a "maximum card".













A



m.

















This last item shown isn't a true

postcard, but rather an example of

a "Mulready caricature". Postal

stationery letter sheets were

introduced in the UK in 1840,

designed by the popular artist

William Mulready, and this Pickwick

version is a caricature of the

official Mulready version.
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Here is another post by Peter

Stadlera. It suggests to me a Death
and Mr Pickwick excursion - a visit

toTyzack's grave. Wonderful stuff,

Peter!

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about Tyzack's Imperial Jet Black

Ink... Let’s try and find out

something about this bustling

businessman and his fancy

products.

James Tyzack (1798-1860) ran a
business on the High Street in

Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk.



“He's buried in the town’s Polka

Road Cemetary.

Consider the claim he made for

one of his products: ‘After a Walk -

after a Ride - after a Bath - after

an Illness - after Fatigue of any

kind, use my Refreshing Persian

Wash, at the same time it Cleans,

Preserves, Refreshes, and

Beautifies the Hair’.



Upwards of 40 years' Practical Experience on the

Wells, February 26tb, l?5o.
To Mr. James Ttzack,

I
LOST all my hair, and in a faw short months it
again restored by the use of your CEYLOXESE Oil

I had no fever nor iuneaa of any kind, you are at ’ibertv to
refer any one tome, I am pleased indeed with my new head

HARRIETT ELSDEX, Witnessed by her Mother
Sold in Bottles, 2*. 6d- 3s. 6<L. 7s. 6d., IOs. 6d„ and ->i'

each, by 3Cr. W. V. P fZACK, 13, London 3tW
Norwich ; Mr. Owles.iT i - n » nth ; Bayes Lynn. I
Depot, ID, St. MartinVIe-sarand ; and the Proprietor Well,
Norfolk, through nil the Wholesale Perfumers and Medi-

“Tyzack was variously a

hairdresser, perfumer, ink

manufacturer, patent medicine

vendor, ironmonger and cutler. He
advertised in books of the time and

on posters, a few of which I show

here.”



Lamps for the Parlor!
Lamps for the Ilali!!

lamps for the Cottage !!!
Lamps for all!!!!

JAMES TYZACK,
BEGS touwin that be » jost returned from Loo-

don with a new aasortment of French and English
aimlmtor Lam with a general slock of Fancy Good*
suitable lor the present season, and which J. T. ban

“ “• i0h*^
Pianofortes for Sale or Let oo Hire; great variety of

Shell and Horn Combs; genuine Perfumery of every
description ; Fancy Stationery, 4c. [7023
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When I was a kid, there was a

British juvenile publication called

The Boy’s Own Paper, which

emphasised adventure, sports,

hobbies and generally “masculine”

activities. It had a long history,

running from 1879 to 1967. Even

today, you occasionally hear people

talk of some intrepid act as “a real

Boy’s Own adventure”. As you can

see, the covers of The Boy’s Own
Paper had a rugged style of their

own.











The magazine also inspired The

Dangerous Book for Boys, and

several spin-off publications, which

have enjoyed considerable success

in recent years.



The interesting thing is that there

is a ripple across time from a

person featured in Death and Mr
Pickwick to The Boy’s Own Paper..



William Clarke, the man who was

unable to accept the offer to write

Pickwick from Chapman and Hall,

because he was under contract

with another publisher, invented

the “Boy’s Own” concept, with his

Boy’s Own Book, which appeared in

many editions throughout the

nineteenth century, and whose
success was certainly one of the

reasons his publishers, Vizetelly,

Branston and Co, contractually

chained Clarke to themselves.



Ironically, when I was looking for

covers of the Boy’s Own Paper to

use in this post, I discovered that

one cover featured Pickwick, as

you can see.



There was another ripple that Clarke

made - the way that we spell

“cigar”. Clarke was fascinated by

cigars - he had edited a magazine
called The Cigar, and had also

written a book Golden Rules for
Cigar Smokers - and he maintained
that he was responsible for

popularising the now-accepted
spelling, in competition with the
alternative spelling “segar”. So to

conclude this post, I have posted a
few images which feature that old,

quaint spelling which Clarke claimed
to have displaced.
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Here is Peter Stadlera's latest post

-
I think it's wonderful that he has

found out that a part of this long-

gone pub still survives.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about one of Londons most famous
public houses ‘The Boars Head
Tavern’.



“It was featuring as the setting for

Henry IV Parts land 2...



“...and was the watering-hole of

one of Shakespeare’s most famous

characters, Sir John Falstaff. It is

thought that several of

Shakespeare’s plays, including the

Merry Wives of Windsor, were

performed at the Boars Head in the

Bard’s lifetime and it became a

sort of pilgrimage for Shakespeare

fans to visit the tavern. Indeed, up

until 1784 grand Shakespearean

Dinner Parties were regularly held

at the Boar’s Head.



i

m
“The original Boar’s Head Tavern was built in the

reign of Henry VII but was destroyed by the Great

Fire of 1666. Shortly after that date it was rebuilt in

brick, with a carved stone bas-relief of a boar’s head

set above its first-floor windows. The original carving

survived when the building was finally demolished in

1831. Having been locked away for the best part of

two centuries the carving was exhibited at the Globe

Theatre in 201 0 as part of the promotion for that

year's production of Henry IV. ”





October 29

Watch the Beatles exclusive restored video for 'A Day in

the Life'

M4SHA81ECOM I
BY YOHANA OESTA

Peter Stadlera has also just posted

this video of The Beatles' A Day in

the Life. As I have said several times

in previous posts, The Beatles and
Pickwick were comparable
phenomena, and for that reason I

mention The Beatles in Death and Mr
Pickwick. I would not normally post a
Beatles' video without additional

justification, but A Day in the Life is

arguably the band's greatest song,

and so I shall make an exception in

this case.

http: / /mashable.com/201 5/1 0/27/b
eatles-music-video-

1/#aGlg98MuVmqZ
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I will explain the pictures in a
minute.

I mentioned yesterday the writer

William Clarke, who came up with

the “Boy’s Own” concept, but was
unable to become the author of

The Pickwick Papers because his

contract with the publishing

company Vizetelly, Branston & Co
tied him down, and prevented his

writing for anybody else. But what
happened to Clarke afterwards? I

did consider turning it into an

episode of Death and Mr Pickwick.



I

For some time, Vizetelly, Branston & Co had
wanted to produce a grand illustrated work
on the animal kingdom. So, they engaged a
distinguished expert on animals to write the
text. But although this gentleman's writing
style may have been perfect for a scientific

journal, the publishers soon realised that it

would be a sleeping pill in paper form for the
general public. Accordingly, they asked
Clarke to enliven the text. In disgust, the
expert quit, leaving Clarke as the sole author
of the intended book.

However, progress was slow. Clarke always
promised the publishers that they would soon
receive the text, but not a single page
appeared in their office. Time passed, and
the publishers pressed Clarke about the
book, but he still brought nothing in, though
he continued to receive sixpounds a week,
according to the terms of his contract.



And then, at the age of just 38,

two years after receiving the offer

to write Pickwick, Clarke suddenly

collapsed in his garden, and died.

After the funeral, the publishers

went through Clarke’s papers at his

home, and found just a few

scribbled notes, resulting from

occasional visits to a menagerie.

Certainly nothing that could be

turned into a book.



It is interesting to speculate on whether
Clarke’s death was hastened by Pickwick

playing upon his mind. True, Clarke had

the security of his six pounds a week, but

what was that compared to the glories

that might have been his if he had written

Pickwick? I was intrigued by the idea of

Clarke being tormented by what might

have been. Hatred towards Vizetelly,

Branston Et Co could have been the result,

and probably self-loathing too, as he

considered the "slave's chains" that bound
him. He may well have experienced a

complete lack of motivation to write

anything at all. And of course, writing

nothing, and knowing that an entire book
was expected, could itself place

additional pressures upon Clarke.





And the pictures that accompany this

post? Well, the publishers were so taken
with the idea of the grand work on the

animal kingdom that they hired the
illustrator William Harvey to produce
drawings for Clarke’s text. Harvey’s

pictures for E W Lane’s edition of The
Arabian Nights and James Northcote’s

Fables are often considered his best work,

and some of these pictures are shown
here.

Harvey apparently produced many
drawings for the animal project. Nobody
knows where these drawings are now. I

did make some inquiries to see if I could
locate them, but they have simply
vanished.



October 30

Here is Sir Pelzi, the official Death

and Mr Pickwick cat, celebrating

Cat Day in his favourite box.





October 30

Peter Stadlera's posts form a superb
accompaniment to Death and Air Pickwick.
Here, he posts about William Spooner, who
published The Book of Christmas, the ill-

fated book which contained some of
Seymour's finest work, but which did not
appear in time for Christmas, and so sold
hardly any copies. (I think I remember
reading a review of The Book of Christmas in

which the reviewer said he haa been sent an
incomplete, unbound copy, in a desperate
attempt to get the review out before
Christmas.)

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
William Spooner, 259 Regent Street (he
opened his own business in 1831). Primarily
Spooner (1796-1882) was a printseller,

producing large numbers of caricatures,

satires, portraits of society beauties, and so
on - plenty of examples are in the British

Museum.



“But he is probably best-known for his

protean’ views - wonderful transformation
scenes which when held up to the light

completely change in character - the
Royal Exchange burns down - the new
Houses of Parliament rise from the ashes

of the old - a Swiss village disappears

under an avalanche, etc. Plenty of

examples of these to be found on the
internet - in collections and on sale

(Grosvenor Prints and Marlborough Rare

Books are good places to start). The
Guildhall Library Print Room Collection

has now disappeared into the maw of the
London Metropolitan Archives - but some
examples are on their Collage website:

http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collag

e/app



“Especially fascinatingare his board
games like A Voyage of Discovery or
the Five Navigators. The five players
of the game begin at the Mermaid’s
Rock, and then use the Navigating
Compass - a dial which is spun - to

ascertain how far each player can
move his vessel. Along their journey
through the imaginary archipelago
the players will - among other things
- meet friendly and not-so-friendly
natives, do battle with pirates, catch
turtles on the beach, be sucked into
whirlpools and dashed on rocks,

harpoon a whale, and barter for gold
dust. The eventual winner is the
player that lands on the 'Out

1

square
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A few days ago, an academic caused controversy when
claimed that the Australian accent was at least partly

derived from the slurred speech of drunkards, reflectint

the free-flowing presence of alcohol in colonial times.
'

course, this made me think of Charles Whitehead, the
man who turned down the chance of writing The Pickwick
Papers, and who ended his days as a broken-down drunk
in Melbourne. In particular, I recalled a certain short
story that Whitehead wrote.

The short story is called Tavern Heads, and is about the
people who frequented a pub in London, and one of its

illustrations, shown on the next page, for a “Parlour
Orator”, depicts a character with an obvious resemblance

is featured
F the pub which, as I su
‘he likely inspiration

.. .Ar Pickwick. The pub
The Castle - the very nai

in Death andMr Pickwic.., ..._r
The Pickwick Papers. The question arises: did White!
write this story because he wanted to prove

"

have written The Pickwick Papers? Does the story suggest
the way in which Whitehead would have handled the
character ofMr Pickwick? Here is how Whitehead
introduces the Parlour Orator, when he is seen by the
pub’s landlady, Mrs Chatham:



THE PARLOUR ORATOR.

“It was about half-past six in the evening
that a tall, stout gentleman - the ladies
called him a very personable man - entered
The Castle, and instead of proceeding
directly to the parlour, halted at the bar, as
was his custom, and lifting his hat paid his

formal and elaborate respects to the
landlady.
“’Mr Ormsby,’ said Mrs Chatham, rising to
return his politeness, ‘first, as usual, I

declare.’
“Mr Orby Ormsby, the parlour orator, was a
bank clerk, and a bachelor, about five-and-
fifty years of age - seven-and-thirty of which
had been devoted to that national
institution. For many years past the daily
exercise undergone by this gentleman had
not differed twenty paces, and his

understanding and conversation was of the
same unvarying description: so far, and no
further, ana then back again.”



As Whitehead describes him, Ormsby
frequently showed off his knowledge of

Plutarch - an inaccurate knowledge, which

attributed quotes to the wrong people -

and he also had a great attachment to

using long words, which he abbreviated,

and extended, at will. And when he made
a speech in the pub, his was the triumph
of “sheer unmitigated sound over sense,

reason, wit, humour, everything.”

Of course one cannot prove that

Whitehead had The Pickwick Papers in

mind when he wrote this story. Still, one
remembers that Mr Pickwick makes his

first appearance as... a pub orator, in

Seymour’s picture “Mr Pickwick Addresses

the Club.”


